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Introduction

Mostadam has been developed by Sustainable Building as a comprehensive sustainability rating and
certification system to address the long-term sustainability of communities in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA). Mostadam addresses a wide range of sustainability issues important to KSA and supports
the aspirations of Vision 2030.
This manual introduces Mostadam for Communities D+C and details its components, structure,
applicability, methodology and credit requirements.

1.1 Mostadam and Vision 2030
Vision 2030 is KSA’s roadmap for future economic and developmental action and expresses the
country’s long-term goals and objectives. Vision 2030 is built around three themes:
1. A Vibrant Society
2. A Thriving Economy
3. An Ambitious Nation
The criteria for sustainable design and construction that have been developed for Mostadam for
Communities have been informed by the goals and objectives contained in Vision 2030.
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Figure 1 Relationship between Vision 2030 and Mostadam for Communities D+C
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2

About Mostadam for Communities

2.1 Applicability
Mostadam for Communities is applicable to the following community types:



Residential communities: residential uses comprise more than 50% of the total GFA.
Mixed-use communities: non-residential uses, e.g. office, retail, leisure etc., comprise more
than 50% of the total GFA. A minimum of 25% of the GFA is residential.

Labor camps are not covered by Mostadam for Communities.
The minimum size of development that can be assessed under Mostadam for Communities is 0.2km2
and the maximum size is 1km2. If a development is larger than 1km2 it should be notionally divided into
smaller parcels for the purpose of the Mostadam assessment.
Mostadam for Communities applies to the public realm of a development, defined as the areas to which
the public have free access such as streets, squares, open spaces and parks. Residential buildings within
the development can be assessed under Mostadam for Residential Buildings. Non-residential buildings
(e.g. mosques, schools, retail, offices and healthcare) may be certifiable under future sustainability
rating systems developed for KSA as part of Mostadam.

2.2 Structure
Mostadam for Communities comprises two elements:
Design + Construction (D+C) (this manual)
D+C is applicable to the design and construction of new communities.
Operation + Existing (O+E)
O+E is applicable to new communities that have achieved D+C certification and existing/older
communities.
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2.3 Credit categories
Mostadam for Communities D+C is organized into eight categories of credits as per Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Mostadam for Communities D+C categories
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2.4 Rating levels
A project’s score is the sum of all the credit points achieved. There are five different rating levels:
Green, Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond. The number of credits points required for each rating level is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Mostadam rating levels

Number of Points Achieved

Rating Level

≥ 20
Green

≥ 35
Bronze

≥ 50
Silver

≥ 65
Gold

≥ 80
Diamond

2.5 Keystone credits
To ensure a basic level of sustainability is achieved across the board, Mostadam for Communities D+C
contains mandatory credits referred to as ‘Keystone’ credits. These credits are applicable regardless of
the rating level targeted and ensure KSA’s priority goals are addressed by all projects whilst maintaining
flexibility in its application.
There are 14 Keystone credits, the achievement of which results in a score of 20 points and a rating
level of Mostadam Green. For higher rating levels, projects must achieve the Keystone credits in
addition to optional credits to achieve the required number of credit points for the targeted level.
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Table 2 Keystone credits

Credit Category

Keystone Credit
SA-01 Current and Future Infrastructure

Site Attributes

SA-02 Stormwater Management
SA-03 Ecological Protection

Community Connectivity
Community Wellbeing
Region and Culture
Education and Innovation
Energy
Water
Management and Operations

CC-01 Local Amenities
CC-02 Provision of Parking
CW-01 Outdoor Comfort
CW-02 Active Communities
RC-01 Community Gathering Space
EI-01 Sustainability Manual
E-01 Energy Metering
W-01 Water Metering
W-02 Water Efficiency
MO-01 Infrastructure Commissioning
MO-02 Operational Waste Management

2.6 Credit layout
The key features of each credit are highlighted in the example below.
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1

CC-05 Public Transportation

2

3

Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To promote transportation efficiency and active living by ensuring all residents and visitors can easily access
public transportation.

4

Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Each building is located within the following distances of a bus stop or a
metro/commuter rail station. The minimum day-time service frequency of the
bus stop and the station must be at least 30 minutes.



1



Individual dwelling: EITHER 350 meters safe walking distance of a bus
stop OR 700m safe walking distance of a metro/commuter rail station.
Multi-residential building: 350m safe walking distance of a bus stop
OR metro/commuter rail station.
Commercial building: 200m safe walking distance of a bus stop OR
metro/commuter rail station.

1

Future expansions to transit services may qualify if they are already planned,
funded and expected to be operational within 3 years of building occupancy.
2

5

In addition to requirement #1, the day-time service of the bus stop or the
metro/commuter rail station is more frequent than 30 minutes.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2



Site plan identifying the following:
o The different building types (individual dwellings, multi-residential and commercial)
within the community.
o Each transit corridor, station and stop.
o The 200m, 350m and 700m safe walking distances around each bus stop and/or metro
or commuter rail station, confirming each building type is within the required distance.
Most recent official schedules of service frequency for the transit station or stop.
For future expansions, official confirmation of funding, construction schedule and planned
date of full operation.
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6

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2





7

8

As-built site plan identifying the following:
o The different building types (individual dwellings, multi-residential and commercial)
within the community.
o Each transit corridor, each station or stop
o The 200m, 350m and 700m safe walking distances around each bus stop and/or metro
or commuter rail station, confirming each building type is within the required distance.
Representative date-stamped photographs of dedicated walkways along the pedestrian
routes identified.
Most recent official schedules of service frequency for the transit station or stop.
For future expansions, official confirmation of funding, construction schedule, and planned
date of full operation (updated as necessary).

Supporting Guidance


For the walking distance to be classified as “safe”, it must be a route along a dedicated pedestrian
walkway at least 1.8m wide with safe roadway crossings (e.g. traffic lights, stop signs, or marked
crosswalks). The safe walking distance is measured from the anticipated location of the building
entrance (a pedestrian entrance available to all residents and visitors) to the stop or station. The
building entrance does not include external pedestrian gates or building entrances inside vehicle
parking structures.



The minimum day-time service frequency is for a one-way service between 6am and 10pm, on both
weekdays and weekends.



Transit routes must run in both directions.

Credit Tool
N/A
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Reference Documents
1.
2.
3.

Transit Oriented Development, High Commission for the Development of Arriyadh, April 2018
Institute for Transportation & Development Policy (ITDP), TOD Standard
EMBARQ TOD Guide for Urban Communities
Figure 3 Credit key features

1. Credit reference and title.
2. Whether the credit is keystone and the available number of points.
3. Credit aim.
4. Credit requirements and associated number of points.
5. Evidence per requirement for the design stage submission.
6. Evidence per requirement for the construction stage submission.
7. Supporting guidance providing any relevant additional information.
8. Name of credit tool (if any).
9. Details of relevant reference documents.
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3

Implementing Mostadam for Communities

3.1 Submission and approval process
Submission
The submission of credit documentation occurs at the following three project stages:
D+C (this manual)
Submission 1: after completion of detailed design.
Submission 2: after construction completion.
O+E
Submission 3: after the public realm has been in operation for a minimum of 3 years.

Design
Appoint
Mostadam AP

Construction

Operation

SUBMISSION
1

SUBMISSION
2

Design
Rating
Certificate

Construction
Rating
Certificate

Operational for
a minimum of
3 years

SUBMISSION
3

Register
Project
Operation
Rating
Certificate

Figure 4 Submission process

Approval
Following the review and approval of each submission, the following certificates are issued:




3.2

D+C
o
o

Design Rating certificate (following the review of Submission 1).
Construction Rating certificate (following the review of Submission 2).

o
o

Operational Rating certificate (following the review of Submission 3).
Renewed Operational Rating certificate (to maintain/retain the Operational Rating
certificate, a project must be re-assessed a minimum of every 5 years).

O+E

Communication protocol

All communication between a project team and Sustainable Building (Mostadam Assessor) is to be via
the Mostadam Accredited Professional (AP).
12

Sustainable Building
Mostadam Assessor

Mostadam AP

Project Team

Figure 5 Communication protocol

3.3 Key roles and responsibilities
The roles and responsibilities of the various parties in the Mostadam for Communities certification
process are defined in Table 3.
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Table 3 Mostadam roles and responsibilities

Role

Responsibility



Sustainable Building



Mostadam Assessor








Mostadam Accredited
Professional (AP)





Client/Project Owner






Project team



Implementing body
Provides training, examinations and licensing for the Mostadam AP
and Mostadam Assessor
Reviews and responds to formal credit queries
Issues Mostadam for Communities certification
Appointed by Sustainable Building
Point of contact for the Mostadam AP
Assesses the Mostadam for Communities project submissions at the
design, construction and operation stages
Conducts the official Site Audit Visits during the construction and
operational stages of the project
Point of contact for the Mostadam Assessor
Provides expert guidance and support to the project team for the
achievement of the targeted Mostadam for Communities rating
Undertakes quality assurance of all credit documentation/evidence
prepared by the project team
Submits the credit documentation to the Mostadam Assessor at the
design, construction and operation stages
Coordinates with the Mostadam Assessor to provide any additional
information requested
Appoints the Mostadam AP at the earliest stage of the project
Pays the Mostadam project fees (registration, certification, site visits,
credit queries etc.)
Supports the Mostadam for Communities assessment process
Incorporates the targeted Mostadam for Communities credit
requirements into the design and construction of the project
Maintains the required evidence and prepares the required
documentation (including the completion of any credit tools),
throughout the project stages and submits them to the Mostadam AP
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Site Attributes
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4

Site Attributes

As part of Vision 2030, KSA aims to protect and rehabilitate beaches, nature reserves and islands to
increase the public’s awareness of the country’s natural assets. These assets provide “multiple functions
and provide economic, social and environmental benefits, including fuel, soil stabilization, moisture and
erosion protection, and climate mitigation and carbon storage.”1 Mostadam supports this aim by
requiring the management and enhancement of ecological assets on project development sites and the
management of construction environmental impacts. Mostadam also rewards projects that minimize
their impact on the environment through their location (on previously developed land) and their
strategies and solutions in relation to stormwater, materials and light pollution.

Current and
Future
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Light
Pollution and
Trespass

Sustainable
Materials

Stormwater
Management

Site Attributes

Sustainable
Construction

Ecological
Protection

Ecological
Enhancement

Previously
Developed
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Figure 6 Site Attributes credits

1

The State of the Environment, 2017: Responsibilities and Achievements. The General Authority of
Meteorology and Environmental Protection (GAMEP). Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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SA-01 Current and Future Infrastructure
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

3

Aim
To ensure effective planning for infrastructure connections and to future-proof the development.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
1

There are permanent connections to electricity, water and sewage
networks, which have the capacity to support the infrastructure loads of
the project.

1

2

The development is future-proofed regarding planning for power for
electric cars.

1

Provisions are made for the following:



3

1

Architecturally integrated mobile antennae.
Fiber optic cabling.
Total

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1






2






3





Site plan showing the provision of appropriate connection points/network provision.
Project load calculations for the expected electricity and water demand and sewage
generation.
Confirmation that the proposed network can manage the expected loads and power
quality is not compromised.
Specifications for the proposed infrastructure.
Authority approvals for the expected connections for electricity, water and sewage.
Site plan showing the provision of network and related power infrastructure for electric
vehicle charging.
Project load calculations demonstrating there is suitable capacity for electric vehicle
infrastructure.
Specifications for the charging network.
Authority approvals for the charging network.
Design drawings showing the provision of architecturally integrated mobile antennae and
connection points.
Specifications for the proposed architecturally integrated mobile antennae.
Design drawings showing the provision of fiber optic cabling and connection points.
Authority approvals for the proposed mobile antennae and fiber optic cabling.
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Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1






2



3




As-built drawings illustrating the provision of appropriate connections for electricity,
water and sewage.
Updated project load calculations for electricity, water and sewage.
Authority approvals for the electricity, water and sewage connections.
As-built site plan showing the provision of network and related power infrastructure for
electric vehicle charging.
Updated project load calculations to demonstrate there is suitable capacity for the
electric vehicle infrastructure.
Authority approvals for the charging network.
As built drawings showing the provision of architecturally integrated mobile antennae
and connection points.
As built drawings showing the provision of fiber optic cabling and connection points.
Authority approvals for the mobile antennae and fiber optic cabling.

Supporting Guidance
Infrastructure Connections:
Permanent infrastructure connections must be provided for electricity, water and sewage. Generators
are not considered a viable alternative.
Optimal infrastructure performance requires the integration of all the infrastructure elements within a
community. Project planning efforts should assess the opportunities for improving linkages and
compatibility with other infrastructure elements to improve overall efficiencies and effectiveness.
Strong consideration should be given to restoring existing community infrastructure assets where
possible. The preservation and use of natural system functions and resources should also be factored
into project plans and designs. The infrastructure design should consider the following:





Coordinate the placement of public and private utilities using common trenching and utility
ducts to minimize the environmental impact of installation and maintenance (refer to MO-03
Maintenance of the Public Realm).
Place utilities in a coordinated configuration in the right-of-way corridor.
Coordinate utility work with the infrastructure development.

Integrated Mobile Antennae:
By considering the integration of architecturally considerate mobile antennae at an early stage, and
thereby including the appropriate infrastructure within the design, retrofit costs at a later date are
mitigated. Coordinating with the fibre optic network is important and considering the two networks in
parallel early in the design process will reduce costs and ensure good site connectivity.
Fiber Optic Cable Network:
Fiber optic cable is a high-speed data transmission medium which is less susceptible to noise and
interference compared to copper wires or telephone lines. Fiber optic cables are also durable and the
signals they transmit are unaffected by external factors such as temperature or electromagnetic fields.
18

It is beneficial to future-proof communities with fiber optic cabling to ensure they have access to highspeed high-quality data transmission to encourage uptake of any commercial units within the
community and also to facilitate working from home for residents.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. High Performance Infrastructure Guidelines
http://www.nyc.gov/html/ddc/downloads/pdf/hpig.pdf
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SA-02 Stormwater Management
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

3

Aim
To avoid locating communities in high risk flood areas and to reduce the site’s contribution to localized
flooding from surface water run-off.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
1

2

The development is not located in a flood hazard area or has a Flood
Hazard Management Plan to mitigate impacts.
A Rainwater Assessment is undertaken to review historical rainfall events
and determine the practicality and feasibility of investing in a rainwater
management system, and whether a soft engineering or hard engineering
approach is appropriate.

1

2

A Rainwater Management Plan is developed which shows the system
retains or infiltrates the 95th percentile 24-hours rainfall event within the
community site boundary.
Total

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2




Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) marked-up with the location of the project to show it is
not within a flood hazard area, OR
Flood Hazard Management Plan.
Rainwater Assessment demonstrating the rainwater scale and options available.
Rainwater Management Plan showing the systems that will be adopted to achieve the
required site retention/infiltration, supported by drawings and calculations.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) marked-up with the location of the project to show it is
not within a flood hazard area, OR
Updated Flood Hazard Management Plan.





Updated Rainwater Management Plan.
As-built drawings of the rainwater management system and updated calculations.
Photographic evidence of the implementation of the rainwater management system.

1

2
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Supporting Guidance
Flood Hazard Area:
A legally designated flood hazard area is an area that is subject to a 1% or more chance of flooding in
any given year. Flood hazard areas are designated in the Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMS)
established by the General Directorate of Civil Defense flood mitigation program.
Flood Hazard Management Plan:
Community sites which have flood hazard areas within them must show that these areas are not
constructed on, are protected from erosion and are not a risk to users e.g. due to drainage, signage and
emergency access routes. This must be documented in a Flood Hazard Management Plan written by a
Civil Engineer.
Rainwater Runoff:
Rainwater runoff occurs when water volumes exceed the ground permeability resulting in surface flow,
which can cause flooding and dispersion of pollutants. Almost all roads, parking lots, rooftops and
paved surfaces are impermeable surfaces that do not allow water to soak into the ground. Rainwater
runoff can be minimized by:




Soft engineering approach - increasing the pervious surface area on site to promote infiltration.
Pervious surfaces include open grid paving systems and open graded aggregate systems.
Landscaping areas can be used for stormwater retention using earth bunds.
Hard engineering approach - capturing excess water from rain and irrigation in retention
basins, rain barrels or underground cisterns for later release.

Rainwater Management:
Rainwater management is the overall set of procedures that reduce runoff. It includes detaining,
retaining, and/or providing a discharge point for rainwater to be reused or infiltrated into the ground.
When designing a rainwater management system, it is important to assess the surrounding
environment to ensure there is no contamination should water be discharged into any surrounding
water bodies or preserved ecological assets.
Rainwater Assessment:
The Rainwater Assessment should be undertaken at the concept master planning stage and identify the
scale of rainwater generated and the scale of different infiltration and retention strategies. This will
allow the design of rainwater management strategies to be integrated within the public realm softscape
and infrastructure, and the development conditions required for individual building plots to be
established.
Rainwater Management Plan:
Where applicable, the Rainwater Management Plan must include:





Geotechnical study addressing flood risk or equivalent document from a governing authority.
Details of the municipal drainage network.
Softscape and hardscape plans.
Rainwater drainage system specifications.
21







Rainwater treatment and reuse plan.
Storage tank specifications.
Water body/course pollution prevention measures.
Specific instructions that coal tar sealants are not to be used on any surfaces that will be
exposed to rainwater.
Calculations demonstrating the site’s capacity to retain the volume of a single storm equivalent
to the 95th percentile 24-hours rainfall event as recorded by the Saudi National Climatic Data
Center.

Calculating the Site’s Capacity to Retain Rainwater:
The 95th percentile of rainfall events is the measured precipitation depth accumulated over 24 hours
that ranks as the 95th percentile rainfall depth based on the range of all daily event occurrences during
the period of record. This can be calculated using historical rainfall data from the NOAA National
Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI). The expected runoff for the 95th percentile storm from
roof and exterior hardscape can be calculated using the following formula:
𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
Depression storage is calculated using the following formula:
𝐹𝑡 = 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 )𝑒 −𝑘𝑡
𝐹𝑡 = Infiltration rate at time t (mm/hr)
𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = Minimum or saturated infiltration rate (mm/hr)
𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = Maximum or initial infiltration rate (mm/hr)
k = Infiltration rate decay factor (1/hr)
t = Time (hr) measured from time runoff first discharged into infiltration area
The infiltration rate is the speed at which water enters the soil. Sandy soil will allow for rapid water
infiltration. Once rainwater runoff has been defined, the area of retention can be calculated to verify
that the rainwater management procedures are appropriate for the estimated runoff.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 403 Stormwater Management
2. Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 408.2.4 Pervious Pavement and
Permeable Unit Pavement
3. General Directorate of Civil Defense (Flood Insurance Rate Maps)
4. NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI), https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
5. Victorian Stormwater Committee (1999), Urban Stormwater: Best-practice Environmental
Management Guidelines
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SA-03 Ecological Protection
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To ensure that existing ecological conditions and assets associated with the site are identified and
protected.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

An Ecological Assessment is undertaken by a qualified Environmental
Professional prior to the commencement of the master planning process
and site clearance to identify:

1




2

Valuable natural assets located onsite and any located off-site that
may be affected by the development.
Potential ecological impacts from the development.
Opportunities for enhancement of the site.
Protection and mitigation measures for the identified valuable
natural assets.

2

An Ecological Protection Plan is developed prior to the start of the
construction phase by a qualified Environmental Professional and is
implemented by the Contractor.
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1




2



Ecological Assessment Report including narratives, maps and date-stamped site
photographs.
CV of the appointed qualified Environmental Professional.
Ecological Protection Plan which includes proposed protection and mitigation measures,
the identification of the area(s) that need to be protected, and the number of assets that
will be compensated due to unavoidable damage.
Development map that includes GPS coordinate points for all valuable natural assets that
are to be protected on site, including buffer areas and setback zones.
Specification extracts for all ecological protection, mitigation and compensation
requirements to be carried out by the Contractor.
CV of the appointed qualified Environmental Professional, if different to the professional
who completed the Ecological Assessment Report.
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Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement

1

2



No evidence required at the construction stage.



Updated Ecological Protection Plan, including evidence of the implemented protection
and mitigation measures, calculations demonstrating the area(s) protected, the number
of assets compensated for, and date-stamped site photographs of successfully protected
assets.



CV of the appointed qualified Environmental Professional, if different to the professional
who completed the design stage submission.



Updated development map that includes GPS coordinate points for all valuable natural
assets protected on site, including buffer areas and setback zones.

Supporting Guidance
Ecological Assessment Report:
The Ecological Assessment is to be based on a field survey and a desktop study using historical data and
studies to establish the existing baseline conditions of the project site and surrounding area. The report
must be produced prior to the start of any activity on site and is to cover, at a minimum, the following:











Review of the project site against Environmental Protection Standards and relevant jurisdiction
requirements with all related communication and approvals included.
The ecological and environmental components likely to be affected:
o Flora, fauna and habitats
o Topography, geology, soils and hydrology
o Marine and coastal conditions
o Waste and contamination
o Microclimate, noise and air quality
o Archaeological and cultural heritage features
Identification of natural ecological assets.
Date-stamped site photographs and development map that includes GPS coordinate points of
all valuable natural assets identified on site, including buffer areas and setback zones.
Potential impacts and level of disturbance the development poses on the project site.
Protection and mitigation measures that includes the identification of the area(s) to be
protected and the number of assets to be compensated for (refer to guidance provided under
Ecological Protection Plan).
Opportunities for site enhancement.
List of all historical data and studies reviewed and a list of any expected or ongoing
environmental studies and/or surveys to be conducted on the site.

Ecological Protection Plan:
The Ecological Protection Plan is to be based on the findings of the Ecological Assessment Report and
any other environmental study and/or survey (e.g. geotechnical survey or contaminated land
assessment) completed after the submission of the Ecological Assessment Report or during the
construction phase that directly impacts the ecological conditions of the site. The Ecological Protection
Plan is to cover, at a minimum, the following:
 Updated list of all environmental studies and surveys reviewed.
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Protection strategy that details the measures to protect the valuable natural assets identified in
the Ecological Assessment Report. Should unavoidable removal or damage of the valuable
natural asset(s) occur, as verified by the relevant jurisdiction, the appropriate mitigation and/or
compensation strategy is to be developed and implemented:
o Mitigation strategy that details the measures to mitigate against any damage to, or
destruction of, the valuable natural assets.
o Compensation strategy for any healthy native trees or shrubs identified as valuable
natural assets, which should be compensated for at a replacement ratio of 2:1.
Date-stamped site photographs and an updated development map that includes GPS
coordinate points of all valuable natural assets protected on site, including buffer areas and
setback zones.
Calculations that demonstrate the total site area that has been protected, mitigated and/or
compensated.
All applicable communication and approvals from the relevant jurisdiction.

Valuable Natural Asset:
The following are considered to be valuable natural assets:
 Land possessing natural value important to the community as designated by the relevant
jurisdiction or municipal government, which includes but is not limited to wildlife habitats,
forest or other significant vegetation, mangroves, steep slopes, ground water recharge areas,
riparian corridors or wetlands.
 A species noted to be protected, critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable or near
threatened by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) or any national KSA
lists of threatened species.
 An ecological or cultural heritage asset, including healthy native trees or shrubs.
Setback Requirements:
Setback requirements must be established for any ecological asset found onsite or in the surrounding
area that may be impacted by the development. These requirements must be determined by the
suitably qualified environmental professional in consultation with the relevant jurisdiction. In the event
that setback guidelines are not established for a specific habitat, the development should adhere to the
following:
 Setback is at least 100 meters from wildlife habitats.
 Setback is at least 30 meters from watercourses.
 Setback from protected trees is either at the outer edge of the branch spread or half the height
of the tree, whichever is greater.
The setback requirements must be implemented by the construction team throughout the duration of
construction activities. It can be useful to incorporate setback requirements in the mobilization layout
in order to prevent damaging or contaminating any identified ecological asset.
Environmental Studies and Surveys:
Environmental studies and/or surveys used to establish the existing baseline conditions of the project
site and surrounding area should include, but are not limited to, the following:
 Marine ecology survey
 Terrestrial ecology survey
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Geotechnical study
Geophysical survey
Topography survey
Flood risk assessment
Bathymetry survey
Water quality testing
Contaminated land assessment
Air quality testing
Noise survey
Archaeological survey

Environmental Professional:
A qualified Environmental Professional is someone who is registered with the General Authority of
Meteorology & Environmental Protection and has achieved the following:



An environmental degree or relevant qualification in ecology.
A minimum of three years of relevant experience in carrying out habitat surveys as well as
acting in an advisory role to provide recommendations for ecological protection, enhancement
and mitigation measures.

The Environmental Professional does not need to be an independent third party and may be part of the
Design Consultant’s team.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. General Authority of Meteorology & Environmental Protection, General Environmental
Regulations and Rules for Implementation
2. Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 402 Preservation of Natural Resources
3. Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 405.2.1 Vegetation and Soil Protection
Plan
4. TCIA/ANSI A300 Tree Protection Zones (TPZ)
5. International Union for Conservation of Nature, IUCN, www.iucn.org
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SA-04 Ecological Enhancement
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To ensure that the ecological value of the site is preserved and enhanced.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

An Ecological Enhancement Plan is created by a qualified professional to
ensure the survival and enhancement of the natural landscape and
includes plans for:


1




2

Soil enhancement and protection from erosion, pollution or
increases in salinity.
Low demand for resources during operation by ensuring a
minimum of 80% of newly landscaped species are classified as
native, drought tolerant or saline tolerant.
Low maintenance requirements due to a lesser need for
fertilization and pesticide management.
Protection of natural assets as identified in SA-03 Ecological
Protection through the creation of adequate habitat areas.
Water efficient irrigation strategy developed in line with W-02
Water Efficiency.

2

An Ecological Enhancement Compliance Report has been compiled which
demonstrates the requirements of the Ecological Enhancement Plan have
been implemented during the construction phase.
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

Ecological Enhancement Plan written by a qualified professional that includes:
o Narrative detailing how the landscape design has considered and integrated the
ecological conditions identified under SA-03 Ecological Protection and the
enhancement strategies that will be adopted. The narrative should include a site
plan that illustrates all key elements of the natural landscape and habitat areas,
valuable natural assets, buffer areas and setback zones.
o Planting schedule and calculations that demonstrate 80% of the total number of
species are classified as native, drought tolerant or saline tolerant.
o Landscape drawings showing the layout and location of all landscaped areas, habitat
areas and the distribution of plant species.
o A narrative for each landscape management and maintenance requirement that
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details the specific instructions, timeframe and performance criteria to be achieved.
Checklist and log-book templates for the landscape management and maintenance
requirements to be undertaken by the Contractor.
CV of the appointed qualified professional.
Commitment from the Owner/Developer that a qualified Landscape Operations
Company will be appointed to maintain the landscape and habitat areas in line with the
Ecological Enhancement Plan OR confirmation that maintenance will be undertaken by
the local municipality.
o




2

No evidence required at the design stage.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement
No evidence required at the construction stage.


2




Ecological Enhancement Compliance Report that includes:
o Updated narrative on the enhancement strategies implemented with supporting
evidence that may include completed checklists, log-books, receipts/delivery notes,
calculations, test results or date-stamped photographs.
o As-built drawings that illustrate the location and layout of the landscape areas,
habitat areas and planted species, with calculations that demonstrate 80% of the
total number of species are classified as native, drought tolerant or saline tolerant.
o As-built drawings and material data sheets of the water efficient irrigation system
and equipment.
o Narrative for any significant alterations to the landscape that have taken place.
CV of the appointed qualified professional, if different to the professional who completed
the design stage submission.
Confirmation that a qualified Landscape Operations Company has been appointed to
maintain the landscape in line with the Ecological Enhancement Plan OR that
maintenance is to be undertaken by the local municipality.

Supporting Guidance
Landscape Management and Maintenance:
The landscape management and maintenance requirements are to cover the following as a minimum
and include all relevant instructions, checklists, log-book requirements, schedules and performance
criteria for the construction phase and operational phase:
 Soil testing.
 Soil enhancement techniques.
 Fertilizer and pesticide application.
 Erosion and desertification control measures.
 Vegetation maintenance procedures.
 Planting list.
 Invasive species removal management procedures.
 Water efficient irrigation strategy.
 Organic waste management.
 Chemical storage.
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Soil Testing:






The contractor and all entities/organizations retained to maintain the landscape must
undertake regular soil testing based on an appropriate schedule for each of the following:
o Major nutrients: nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.
o Secondary nutrients: sulfur, calcium, magnesium.
o Minor nutrients: iron, manganese, copper, zinc, boron molybdenum chlorine.
o pH levels.
o Soil salinity.
o Water content.
Soil tests should be conducted by an independent state-operated or university-operated
laboratory with experience in soil science, soil testing and plant nutrition and the capability to
conduct the testing indicated. Soil testing and analysis shall be carried out in line with the
standards of the Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization (SASO).
The soil enhancement and landscape maintenance techniques should be indicative to the
results of the soil analysis.

Planting Schedule:
The planting schedule is to be site-specific and should include the following information as a minimum:






Common and botanical plant names.
Classification: native, drought tolerant, saline tolerant or N/A.
Irrigation demand.
Trees and palms: overall height, minimum caliper, spread, quantity and remarks.
Shrubs, groundcovers, succulents and grasses: spread, overall height, spacing, quantity and
remarks.

Plant Classification:
 Native species can include but are not limited to those species identified by any of the
following:
o Approved city, province or regional lists.
o Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization (SASO).
o Classified as locally occurring or the origin is noted as from the region (as per the
documents listed under Reference Documents).
 No species classified as invasive and/or toxic shall be included in the planting list. Selected plant
species should be checked against the Saudi Building Code 1001 classification and all
documents listed in the Reference Documents section.
 A drought tolerant and saline tolerant species is a species with a proven track record of
surviving in drought and saline conditions of a similar environment. The general classifications
are as follows:
o Drought tolerant: the ability of a plant to endure long periods of dry weather or lack of
moisture.
o Saline tolerant: the ability of a plant to withstand moderate or high concentrations of
salt.
 Documented proof is to be provided from a reliable source for all species classification.
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Irrigation Strategy:
An irrigation strategy is to be developed with the intent to reduce the overall irrigation demand of the
site (refer to W-02 Water Efficiency) and is to include the following:




Specification of a water efficient irrigation system such as drip irrigation or a sub-surface
system. Spray irrigation is not permitted (except for turfed sports areas).
Specification of water efficient technology such as soil moisture sensors and controllers as
applicable to the development.
Landscape and irrigation maintenance procedures to ensure water efficiency is achieved during
operation.

Qualified Professional:
A suitable qualified professional is either an Environmental Professional or a Landscape Specialist:
 An Environmental Professional is someone who is registered with the General Authority of
Meteorology & Environmental Protection and has achieved the following:
o An environmental degree or relevant qualification in ecology.
o A minimum of three years of relevant experience in carrying out habitat surveys as
well as acting in an advisory role to provide recommendations for ecological
protection, enhancement and management measures.
 A Landscape Specialist is someone who is has achieved the following:
o A Landscape Architectural degree or relevant qualification in horticulture, botany or
plant biology.
o A minimum of three years of relevant experience in the management of ecological
landscapes with technical knowledge in the care and maintenance of plants.
Qualified Landscape Operations Company:
A Landscape Operations Company or Contractor is to be appointed for a minimum of 5 years that is
qualified to carry out all requirements outlined in the Ecological Enhancement Plan and holds all
relevant and valid licenses.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. General Authority of Meteorology & Environmental Protection, General Environmental
Regulations and Rules for Implementation
2. Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 402 Preservation of Natural Resources
3. Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 405.2.1 Vegetation and Soil Protection
Plan
4. Standards and Regulations for Afforestation within Cities, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs
(MOMRA)
5. Technical Conditions and Specifications for the Implementation of Afforestation Projects, Ministry
of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA)
6. Directory of Appropriate Plant Species for Afforestation Projects in the Different Environment
Zones, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA)
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7. Guide to Plants Irrigation in Afforestation Projects within Cities, Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs (MOMRA)
8. TCIA/ANSI A300 Tree Protection Zones (TPZ)
9. International Union for Conservation of Nature, IUCN, https://www.iucn.org/
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SA-05 Previously Developed Land
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To encourage developments to be located on previously occupied or contaminated land and to
promote sustainable land remediation.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

A minimum of 50% of the site area is on land that has been previously
occupied by industrial, commercial or domestic buildings or fixed surface
infrastructure.

1

2

A site investigation is undertaken by a Land Contamination Specialist. The
site is deemed to be significantly contaminated and an appropriate
remediation strategy is implemented.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

1

Evidence per Requirement





2







Narrative of the previous developments on the site.
Site plan highlighting the site boundary and areas of previously developed land.
Calculations to determine percentage of the site area that is on previously developed
land, based on the site plans.
Date-stamped photographs of the site including the previously developed land.
CV of the Land Contamination Specialist.
Site investigation and assessment report prepared by the Land Contamination Specialist.
Site plans highlighting the contaminated areas to be remediated.
Remediation strategy for the contaminated land prepared by the Land Contamination
Specialist.
Letter of assurance from the Contractor (or, if not yet appointed, from the client or their
representative) confirming the remediation strategy will be implemented.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

1

Evidence per Requirement





Updated narrative to reflect the changes made to the previously developed land.
As-built drawings highlighting the site boundary and areas of previously developed land.
Updated calculations to determine percentage of the site area that is on previously
developed land, based on the site plans.
Date-stamped photographs of the site including the changes made to the previously
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developed land.


2


As-built drawings highlighting the contaminated areas that have been remediated.
Letter from the Contractor confirming the remediation strategy adopted for the
contaminated land.
Verification report by the Land Contamination Specialist on completion of the land
remediation.

Supporting Guidance
Previously Developed Land:
Land is classed as previously developed if it has been occupied by a permanent structure or fixed
surface infrastructure (e.g. hardscape). Reclaimed land cannot be considered under this credit
requirement. Reclaimed land is land that was previously submerged under the sea and has been
reclaimed in order to develop construction projects.
Site Investigation for Contaminated Land:
To determine whether land is contaminated, a site investigation must be conducted in two phases as
per the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). Contaminated land cannot be safely
developed or built on due to the presence or possible presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant or
contaminant. Remediation of the contamination must be conducted in order to initiate development on
the land.
Remediation of Contaminated Land:
Remediation is any activity undertaken to prevent, minimize, remedy or mitigate the risk caused by
contaminated land to human health or the environment. The removal of surface contamination, such as
waste, is not sufficient on its own. Remediation requires the cleaning of retained onsite material,
examples include soil treatment due to hydrocarbon spills or chemical treatment of contaminated
groundwater.
Based on the findings of the site investigation, an appropriate remediation strategy must be developed
by the Land Contamination Specialist.
Land Contamination Specialist:
A Land Contamination Specialist is an individual that holds a degree or equivalent qualification in
chemistry, environmental science or management, earth sciences, civil engineering or a related subject
and has a minimum of three years of relevant experience (within the last five years) in site investigation
and risk assessment.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E1527–13 Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment Process
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2. American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E1903–11 Phase II Environmental Site
Assessment Process
3. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Report on the Environment - Contaminated Land, 2017
https://www.epa.gov/report-environment/contaminated-land
4. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Technologies for Cleaning Up Contaminated Sites
https://www.epa.gov/remedytech
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SA-06 Sustainable Construction
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To reduce the adverse environmental and social impacts of construction activities by implementing
environmental management best practices.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

A Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) is developed and
implemented that includes the following as a minimum:








1

Comprehensive Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Construction Dust Control Plan
Construction Noise Pollution Plan
Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
Construction Energy and Water Consumption Reduction Plan
Construction Materials Transportation and Procurement Plan
Site Audit Plan

2

The CEMP is developed in accordance with the General Authority of
Meteorology & Environmental Protection’s regulations and is evaluated
and approved by a qualified Environmental Professional.
2

A minimum of 50% of construction waste and 60% of demolition waste (by
weight or volume and excluding hazardous waste) is diverted from landfill.
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1




2

Project tender specifications confirming that a CEMP must be produced by the
Contractor prior to the start of construction activities on site.
Narrative of the potentially adverse environmental impact mitigation measures that have
been considered for implementation as part of construction design.
CV of qualified Environmental Professional.

No evidence required at the design stage.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement


CEMP developed in accordance with the General Authority of Meteorology &
Environmental Protection’s regulations.
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2



Site audit reports provided by the Contractor that include date-stamped photographs
verifying compliance with the CEMP.



Monthly reports including:
o Calculations confirming the amount of waste generated, reused, recycled and sent
to landfill.
o Waste receipts from the appointed waste haulers.

Supporting Guidance
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP):
Table SA-06.1 details the required contents of the CEMP.
Table SA-06.1 CEMP contents

Construction Environmental Management Plan
#

Content Description

Content Requirements and Guidance

1

Environmental
Impact Assessment
(EIA)

The EIA should address the impact of the project on transport, waste, air
quality, soil, noise and vibration, topography, surface and ground water,
land environment (flora/fauna), marine and coastal environment and
land-use purpose.


2

Construction Dust
Control Plan

Perform onsite measurement of particulate matter in the air during
peak construction activity.
Particulate limits must follow National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) from the Environmental Protection Agency.
Isolate dust-producing activities.





3

Construction Noise
Pollution Plan

4

Site Waste
Management Plan
(SWMP)

Conduct planned monitoring of noise levels at a 15m buffer from
construction activity.
Noise limits follow Commonwealth of Massachusetts Section
721.560 Construction Noise Control guidelines.



The required contents of the SWMP are detailed in Table SA-06.2.

Energy conservation – implement at least two of the following
conservation strategies:


5

Construction Energy
and Water
Consumption
Reduction Plan





Use certified energy efficient generators, fuel-efficient
transportation methods, renewable energy sources and/or
automated lighting controls.
Workers live within a 25km radius of the construction site and/or
transportation requirements are coordinated.
Controlled operation of temporary air-conditioning systems.
Monitor and record energy usage against a pre-determined
baseline and implement mitigation measures if consumption
levels exceed expected range.

Water conservation – implement at least two of the following
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conservation strategies:








6

Construction
Materials
Transportation and
Procurement Plan

Use water efficient fixtures.
Create a water conservation strategy that minimizes wastage of
water through user negligence, inefficient operation and/or
leakages.
Use non-potable water for construction processes e.g. secondary
treatment and recycling of wastewater for irrigation, dust control,
and flushing.
Limit access of water-using equipment to trained users only.
Monitor and record water consumption against a pre-determined
baseline and implement mitigation measures if consumption
levels exceed expected range.

Use of materials that are extracted, processed and/or manufactured
within the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) area.

Audits should be conducted regularly. The frequency is to be determined
by the Contractor based on the total length of construction time and the
duration of specific activities which might require more supervision.
A report is to be produced following each site audit. The site audit report
must include:
7

Site Audit Plan







Date-stamped photographs.
An update on all priority CEMP plans: dust control, noise control,
non-hazardous and hazardous waste management and energy
and water conservation.
Responses to observed deviations from the CEMP with mitigation
and remediation measures.
Verification that all mitigation and remediation measures have
been implemented.

Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP):
Table SA-06.2 details the required contents of the SWMP. The principal Contractor should be
responsible for monitoring site construction waste to check performance against landfill diversion
targets to ensure that high standards are maintained with the emphasis being on continual
improvement.
Table SA-06.2 SWMP contents

Site Waste Management Plan
#

1

Content Description

Content Requirements and Guidance

Basic Project Details

Project name, project targets i.e. minimum of 50% of construction waste
and 60% demolition waste (by weight or volume, excluding hazardous
waste) is diverted from landfill, project schedule, Client and Contractor’s
names.
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2

Waste Prevention
Actions

3

Waste Forecasting

4

Waste Reduction
Actions

Waste prevention actions that were taken prior to the SWMP being
produced. These actions will likely be from the construction design stage
and relate to construction method and/or materials chosen.
Estimate waste arising from the construction phase at early design
stages using suitable benchmarks. At later design stages (detailed) when
quantities data is available, more detailed waste forecasting can be
conducted. Waste forecasting should cover the following:






Waste reduction actions that were taken prior to the SWMP being
produced. Such actions are those that do not affect design or
specification but reduce waste arising on site. It is likely these actions
will include training, protecting materials from damage etc.
The SWMP should adhere to the waste hierarchy by reducing, reusing
and/or recycling waste materials.
The following measures can be implemented to reduce waste:






5

Waste Management
and Recovery
Actions

Type of activity.
Waste stream e.g. packaging.
Material type e.g. plastic.
Reuse or off-site destination.
Forecast quantities and calculated quantities (weight or volume).




Ensure only the necessary quantities of materials are procured to
avoid excess materials.
Avoid double packaging for materials. This can be achieved by
approaching suppliers and agreeing to minimize packaging at the
source.
Avoid receiving individual items as this will result in extra
packaging and additional waste generation.
Avoid the use of disposable materials at site offices such as plastic
plates and cups. At the construction site, it is better to use reusable shuttering material.
Avoid using temporary support systems when possible, as these
are usually discarded as waste at the end of the project.
Print double-sided and promote the use of soft copies.

The following measures can be implemented to reuse waste:




Reuse packaging material as alternative storage solutions onsite.
Reuse metal and wood waste to form storage containers or
support material.
Crush concrete cube samples to reuse them as small size cover
blocks.

The following measures can be implemented to recycle waste:




Waste segregation skips are clearly labelled and installed in an
area accessible to workers. The generated waste can go directly
into the relevant waste skips enabling better waste segregation.
For large scale projects where many activities are performed and
there is limited access to waste skips at the activity source, it is
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recommended that there is a dedicated site waste management
team which manages the waste collection and segregation.
6

Waste Carriers

7

Actual Waste
Movements

Waste contractors collecting and removing waste from the site and
which waste facilities they will be taken to.
Actual movements of waste offsite recorded during the construction
phase. This could include individual waste streams, total waste reused
onsite, sent offsite, sent to landfill, recovered offsite and total cost of
waste disposal.

Environmental Professional:
A suitably qualified Environmental Professional is someone who is registered with the General
Authority of Meteorology & Environmental Protection and has achieved the following:


An environmental degree or relevant qualification/certification in sustainable construction.



A minimum of three years of relevant experience in implementing sustainable construction
methods as well as acting in an advisory role to provide recommendations for construction best
practices and mitigation measures.

Credit Tool
Construction Waste Management Tool
Reference Documents
1. General Authority of Meteorology & Environmental Protection, General Environmental
Regulations and Rules for Implementation
2. Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (for landfill regulations and solid waste guidelines)
3. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
4. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Section 721.560, Construction Noise Control
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SA-07 Sustainable Materials
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

3

Aim
To recognize and encourage the use of recycled and previously used materials and modular or
permeable materials.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

At least 50% (by volume) of all aggregates used within the public realm are
recycled aggregates.

1

Recycled Aggregates
1

Modular or Permeable Hardscape
2

At least 50% (by surface area) of all hardscape public realm including
roadways uses modular or permeable hardscape.

1

Other Materials
At least 10% (by cost) of all public realm materials are sourced from one or
more of the following:





3

1

Re-used materials (excluding aggregates)
Reclaimed timber
Recycled rubber
Recycled steel
Total

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1


2

3




Calculations by volume demonstrating compliance with the minimum percentage of
recycled aggregate.
Extracts from specifications detailing the requirement for recycled aggregates.
Calculations of surface area demonstrating compliance with the minimum percentage of
modular or permeable hardscape.
Public realm drawings showing the areas of modular, non-modular, permeable and nonpermeable hardscape.
Calculations by cost demonstrating compliance with the minimum percentage for one of,
or a combination of, the stated materials.
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Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1






2



3



As-built calculations by volume demonstrating compliance with the minimum percentage
of recycled aggregate.
Material technical datasheets confirming the recycled content of the aggregate.
Purchase orders for all aggregate.
As-built calculations of surface area demonstrating compliance with the minimum
percentage of modular or permeable hardscape.
As-built drawings showing the areas of modular, non-modular, permeable and nonpermeable hardscape.
Date-stamped photographs of the modular or permeable hardscape for representative
areas of the public realm.
As-built calculations by cost demonstrating compliance with the minimum percentage for
one of, or combination of, the stated materials.
Purchase orders for compliant materials and a Bill of Quantities to confirm the total cost
of public realm materials.

Supporting Guidance
Recycled Aggregates:
Recycled aggregates are obtained by crushing concrete or asphalt (typically after demolishing a
concrete structure) to reclaim the aggregate. The aggregate may be used as a base in paved
roads/sidewalks or building foundations.
Modular and Permeable Hardscape:
Modular hardscape refers to interlocking paving which allows for modular repair or replacement and
removal for service access.
Permeable hardscape refers to surfaces suitable for pedestrians and/or vehicles that allow infiltration.
Some examples include:





Modular paving with regular spaces for infiltration.
Loose aggregate or stone.
Structural cells under landscaping.
High porosity concrete.

Other Materials:





Re-used materials (excluding aggregates) have a second utility prior to becoming waste e.g. the
re-use of fly ash within concrete.
Reclaimed timber can be used for street furniture, shading structures, landscaping partitions
and playground equipment.
Recycled rubber from vehicle tires provides a useful soft surface for playgrounds and activity
areas.
Recycled steel can be used for shading structures, street furniture and reinforcing bars.
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For composite materials, the material percentage by weight or volume shall be directly proportionate
to the overall cost for the purpose of the calculation. Where a material constitutes 90% of the total
weight or volume of a product, it can then be considered as 100% for calculation purposes.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. ISO 14021: Environmental Labels and Declarations
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SA-08 Light Pollution and Trespass
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To reduce the light pollution impact of external lighting and reduce light trespass to the sky and
surrounding areas.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Uplight Rating
All exterior luminaires except street luminaires have an uplight rating that
does not exceed the values below for the relevant light pollution zones
within the community (refer to the Supporting Guidance).
Light Pollution Zone (LPZ)
Maximum Luminaire
Uplight Rating

A

B

C

D

10 *

50 *

500 *

1000 *

*Maximum zonal lumens

Glare and Backlight Rating

1

All exterior luminaires except street luminaires do not exceed the following
backlight and glare ratings for each lighting pollution zone within the
community:
Horizontal Distance to
Lighting Boundary (HLB)
HLB > 2hm
hm < HLB < 2hm
0.5hm < HLB < hm
HLB < 0.5hm

1

Light Pollution Zone (LPZ)
A

B

C

D

B3

B4

B5

B5

G1

G2

G3

G4

B2

B3

B4

B4

G1

G2

G3

G4

B1

B2

B3

B3

G1

G2

G3

G4

B0

B0

B1

B2

G1

G2

G3

G4

hm = mounting height: the distance above finished grade at which a luminaire is
mounted, measured to the midpoint of the luminaire.

2

All street luminaires are warm-colored and contained within full cut-off
fixtures to prevent emission of light above the horizontal plane.

1

Total

2
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Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2







Public realm lighting drawings with the lighting zones assigned and justification for the
lighting zone assignments.
Specifications with requirements for luminaires highlighted.
Calculations demonstrating the maximum luminaire uplight ratings are not exceeded.
Confirmation that the relevant glare ratings are not exceeded.
Public realm lighting drawings for all street lighting.
Specifications with requirements for street luminaire color selection and street lighting
fixtures with cut-off features.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2








As-built public realm lighting drawings with the lighting zones assigned and justification
for the lighting zone assignments.
Purchase orders/receipts for approved luminaires.
Lighting fixtures datasheet for installed lighting with lumens levels at different angles.
As-built public realm lighting drawings for all street lighting.
Purchase orders/receipts for approved street luminaires and fixtures.
Lighting fixture datasheet for installed street lighting with correlated color temperature,
scotopic/photopic ratio and street lighting cut-off fixture types.
Date-stamped photographs of a representative selection of street lighting fixtures.

Supporting Guidance
Light Pollution and Light Trespass:
Light pollution is the presence of artificial light in the night environment. It is intensified by excessive,
misdirected or obtrusive uses of light. Light pollution competes with starlight in the night sky, disrupts
ecosystems and has adverse health effects.
Light trespass occurs when direct beams from artificial light have a negative impact outside the project
or site boundary. For example, luminaires for external site-specific environments that are adjacent to
roadways should not create any glare on the road and external lighting that is adjacent to parks should
not spill to park areas to avoid disturbing the natural habitat.
A well-designed exterior lighting system fully considers the placement, direction and mounting height of
luminaires. It also offers provisions for way-finding, safety and security without causing light pollution.
A gradual change in the lighting levels allows for people’s eyes to adjust and reducing direct views of
lamps reduces glare. The use of shields and cut-off angles can be considered as part of the exterior
lighting system to reduce misdirected light.
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Figure SA-08.1 Impact of shields and cut-off angles

Uplight, Glare and Backlight:

UPLIGHT

GLARE

BACKLIGHT

USEFUL LIGHT

Figure SA-08.2 Uplight, glare and backlight

Uplight
 Uplight is either exterior lighting that is directed upwards to illuminate the building or
landscape features, or unwanted light produced above a downward facing light source.
 The luminaire uplight rating is determined using the Illuminating Engineering Society’s TM-1511 Addendum A standard for the classification of outdoor luminaires.
 The rating shall be determined by the actual photometric geometry in the specified mounting
orientation.
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For complex external lighting design solutions, a lighting calculation software may be required
to support compliance.

Glare and Backlight
 Glare is excessive brightness caused by the luminaire. Increasing the brightness of the
luminaire does not always result in increased visibility and can cause visual discomfort.
 Backlight is light that is not directed in the desired direction and can cause light trespass.
 Glare (G) and Backlight (B) ratings are defined by IES TM-15-11 Addendum A.
 The rating shall be determined by the actual photometric geometry in the specified mounting
orientation.
Mounting Heights and Lighting Boundary:
The mounting height is the distance above the finished grade at which a luminaire is mounted,
measured to the midpoint of the luminaire. For a given lighting boundary, the greater the mounting
height, the more stringent the required glare and backlight ratings. Luminaires located two mounting
heights or less from the lighting boundary shall be installed with backlight towards the nearest lighting
boundary, unless lighting a roadway, bikeway or walkway that intersects a public roadway. The lighting
boundary is the line between the public realm and the individual development plots illustrated by the
color orange in Figure SA-08.3.

Figure SA-08.3 Lighting boundary
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Light Pollution Zones:
The light pollution zones (LPZ), as defined in the Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001, are shown in Table SA08.1. More than one light pollution zone can exist within the same community development (Figure SA08.4).
Table SA-08.1 Light pollution zones

Light Pollution
Zone

Description

A

Rural and low-density residential areas such as, but not limited to: agricultural districts,
one- and two-family residential communities, business parks, rural town centers,
commercial or industrial areas with limited nighttime activity and the developed areas
within parks and open space preserves.

B

Light commercial business districts and high-density mixed-use residential districts and
high-density or mixed-use residential districts, such as, but not limited to:
neighborhood, business districts, light industrial areas with moderate nighttime activity,
multi-family residential uses, institutional residential uses, hospitals, hotels, motels,
mosques, schools and neighborhood recreation facilities.

C

High-density commercial business districts, and heavy industrial or manufacturing areas
such as, but not limited to: business districts in large cities, commercial corridors, highdensity suburban commercial areas, town center mixed-use areas, industrial uses and
shipping and rail yards with high night time activity, high-use recreation facilities, gas
stations, and other exterior retail areas with high night time activity.

D

Areas such as but, not limited to: high-density entertainment districts and heavy
industrial areas, where approved by the code official.

Individual dwellings
(Light pollution zone A)

Multi-residential
(Light pollution zone B)

High-rise commercial
(Light pollution zone C)

Figure SA-08.4 Different light pollution zones within a community
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Street Lighting:




The selection of lighting fixtures that cut-off light trespass to the sky is essential for minimizing
light pollution, therefore all street luminaires must be contained within full cut-off fixtures to
prevent emission of light above the horizontal plane.
All street luminaires must be warm-colored with a Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) of less
than 3,000K or an S/P (scotopic/photopic) ratio of less than 1.5.

Exemptions:
The following types of exterior lighting are exempt from the credit requirements:








Specialized signal, directional and marker lighting associated with transportation.
Lighting integral to equipment or instrumentation and installed by its manufacturer.
Athletic playing areas where lighting is equipped with hoods or louvers for glare control.
Temporary lighting (including security lighting that is linked to PIR controllers and only operates
for a short period of time when movement is detected).
Lighting for swimming pools and water features.
Lighting for the national flag (except pollution zone A).
Emergency and security lighting that is essential to the safety of the community.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1.
2.
3.
4.

Saudi Building Code (SBC) 1001 Green Buildings, Section 409 Site Lighting
IES TM-15-11 Luminaire Classification System for Outdoor Luminaires
IES TM-15-11 Appendix A: Backlight, Uplight and Glare Ratings
International Dark Sky Association, https://www.darksky.org/
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Community Connectivity
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5

Community Connectivity

Vision 2030 promotes healthy lifestyles and Mostadam aims to support this by rewarding citizen-centric
communities where residents and visitors can enjoy safe pedestrian pathways, local amenities, a bicycle
network and reliable public transportation. Public transportation provision is due to increase
significantly under Vision 2030, where the aim is to enhance annual transit ridership per capita from 0
to 152. Mostadam for Communities rewards developments that contain, or are located near to, public
transit to benefit from the infrastructure investments across the country.

Local Amenities

Provision of
Parking

Public
Transportation

Community
Connectivity

Bicycle
Network

Walkable Public
Realm

Figure 7 Community Connectivity credits

2

Saudi Quality of Life Program 2020: Delivery Plan (n.d.). Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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CC-01 Local Amenities
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To promote vibrant communities, active living and transportation efficiency by coordinating easy access
to neighborhood amenities.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
Every building in the development is within a 250m radius and 350m safe
walking distance of the following amenities:



1

Mosque
Grocery store

1

Amenities planned for the future may qualify if they are already zoned,
funded/leased and expected to be operational within 1 year of community
occupancy.
In addition to requirement #1:
2

Each individual dwelling is located within 700m safe walking distance of 3
additional amenities.

1

Each multi-residential and commercial building is located within 350m
safe walking distance of 3 additional amenities.
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2



Site plan identifying each amenity and, where applicable, the 250m radius and 350m and
700m safe walking distances, confirming that all applicable buildings are within the
required distance.
For planned amenities, confirmation of zoning, committed tenant and planned date of
full operation signed by the relevant building Owner or tenant.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2


As-built site plan identifying each amenity and, where applicable, the 250m radius and
350m and 700m safe walking distances, confirming that all applicable buildings are
within the required distance.
Representative date-stamped photographs of dedicated walkways along the pedestrian
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routes identified.
For planned amenities, confirmation of zoning, committed tenant, and planned date of
full operation (updated as necessary) signed by the relevant building Owner or tenant.

Supporting Guidance






It is recommended that amenities are co-located to create a community center or centers.
A grocery store may qualify only if it sells more than 5 types of fresh fruits and vegetables.
Additional amenities are as follows (only one of each type may be counted):
o Bank with ATM
o Barber/hairdresser
o Cafe
o Daycare
o Government service center
o Gym
o Laundry
o Library
o Medical clinic
o Post office
o Pharmacy
o Public park or landscaped open space
o Restaurant
o School
o Other retail
Retail areas must be permanent facilities that are regularly open to the public.

Safe Walking Route:
The safe walking distance is a route along a dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8m wide with safe
roadway crossings e.g. traffic lights, stop signs or marked pedestrian crossings. The safe walking
distance is measured from the anticipated location of the building entrance (a pedestrian entrance
available to all residents and visitors) to the amenity. The building entrance does not include external
pedestrian gates or building entrances inside vehicle parking structures.
In Figure CC-01.1, the following routes are considered as safe routes:


Pedestrians use the pavement to reach the public park and grocery store



Pedestrians use the pavement and pedestrian crossing to reach the bank



Pedestrians use the pavement and pedestrian crossing to reach the bus stop

In Figure CC-01.1, the following routes are not considered as safe routes:


The route to the pharmacy as there is no pedestrian crossing



The route to the mosque (even though there is a pedestrian crossing, there is no
continuous pedestrian pavement and a user would have to walk along the side of the
road)



The route across the sandy space to the grocery store
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Figure CC-01.1 Walking distances

The following are examples of routes that do not qualify as being safe:




Pedestrians are using uncontrolled sandy paths to cross through the area and reach the
amenity.
Pedestrians are using the side lane of a road to reach an amenity.
Pedestrians are using a 1.8m walkway but are required to cross a highway that does not have a
proper pedestrian crossing.

Credit Tools
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA), The Enhancement of Traffic Performance on
Streets and Roads in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
2. National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO), Urban Street Design Guide
3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Smart Growth Program
4. Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/
5. Walkscore® Methodology, https://www.walkscore.com/methodology.shtml
6. Walkable Communities Inc., https://www.walkable.org/
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CC-02 Provision of Parking
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

3

Aim
To ensure an appropriate level of parking is provided for the community and to support transportation
choices by thoughtfully integrating public parking.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
1

A Parking Demand Analysis and Management Strategy is prepared for the
project.

1

Parking structures have a pedestrian-friendly interface with the public
realm, including:



2



Sidewalks along all adjacent roads, which take into consideration
the corridor width requirements for individuals with special needs.
Clearly marked crosswalks and signage at each vehicle
entrance/exit.
A visually interesting façade at ground level.

1

On-street parking is buffered from bicycle lanes as per CC-02 Bicycle
Network.
A Curb Management Strategy is implemented for the project.
3

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) is provided for 2% of all public
realm parking spaces, or at least two spaces, whichever is greater.

1

Total

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


Parking Demand Analysis and Management Strategy that addresses each required
consideration, signed by the project’s Architect or Transportation Planner. The strategy
should clearly reference relevant supporting documents as necessary.



Clearly labelled design drawings, specifications and operational policy documents to
support parking management.



Detailed design drawings and/or specifications for each parking structure, confirming
compliance with the required elements of the pedestrian interface.



Detailed design drawings and/or specifications for on-street parking areas adjacent to
bicycle lanes, confirming compliance with the required buffer.



Curb Management Strategy signed by the project’s Architect or Transportation Planner.
The strategy should clearly reference relevant supporting documents as necessary.

1

2

3
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Clearly labelled design drawings, specifications and operational policy documents to
support curb management.



Site plan showing where the required number of EVSE parking spaces will be located,
including the required access for fire and emergency services.



Calculations showing the total number of parking spaces and 2% of this figure.



Detailed design drawings and specifications confirming the EVSE requirements will be
met for each reserved parking space.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


Updated Parking Demand Analysis and Management Strategy that addresses each
required consideration, signed by the project’s Architect or Transportation Planner. The
strategy should clearly reference relevant supporting documents as necessary.



Representative date-stamped photographs, purchase receipts and operational policy
documents (updated as necessary) to support parking management.



As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs of each parking
structure, confirming compliance with the required elements of the pedestrian interface.



As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs of on-street parking
areas adjacent to bicycle lanes, confirming compliance with the required buffer.



Updated Curb Management Strategy signed by the project’s Architect or Transportation
Planner. The strategy should clearly reference relevant supporting documents as
necessary.



As-built drawings, representative date-stamped photographs and operational policy
documents (updated as necessary) to support curb management.



As-built site plan showing where the required number of EVSE parking spaces are
located, including the required access for fire and emergency services.



Updated calculations showing the total number of parking spaces and 2% of this figure.



As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs confirming the EVSE
requirements are met for each reserved parking space.



Authority approvals for the connection of the charging stations to the main electricity
grid.

1

2

3

Supporting Guidance
The Parking Demand Analysis and Management Strategy must include the following considerations:







Anticipated market demand for parking and whether this is expected to change.
Anticipated demand for electric-car charging points over time.
Minimum parking requirements in any applicable codes.
Existing parking supply.
Opportunities for parking spaces to be shared between use types with different times of peak
demand (e.g. offices and restaurants).
Opportunities to meet code requirements via transportation demand management, parking
demand management or other initiatives.
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Opportunities to partner with car-share networks or to manage a car-share program for the
project.
Whether parking can be sold or leased separately from residential/commercial units.
Whether there is a basis for designing parking areas that can be adapted into different uses.
Designing parking areas to support the pedestrian and cyclist experience, for example:
o Pedestrian-oriented building entrances.
o Curb-side parking to calm traffic.
o Parking as a form of physical separation between bicycle lanes and vehicular traffic.
Shading requirements, including minimum Solar Reflectance Index, for car parking are detailed
in CW-01 Outdoor Comfort.
On-street parking is a recommended strategy for both traffic calming and buffering pedestrians
and cyclists from vehicular traffic.

Pedestrian-Friendly Interface:





Main pedestrian routes shall be user-friendly for individuals with special needs.
Glazing, vegetation and art are strategies for achieving “visual interest” at the ground level of a
parking structure.
Blank walls are prohibited along pedestrian walkways. Pedestrian-facing retail spaces are
encouraged.
On-street parking is buffered from bicycle lanes as detailed in CC-04 Bicycle Network.

Curb Management Strategy:
The Curb Management Strategy must include the following considerations:




Plans and/or opportunities to meter on-street parking, especially in retail areas.
Pick-up/drop-off points for deliveries and ride-hailing vehicles, including enforcement
mechanisms.
Plans to accommodate future demand for electric vehicle charging points in the public realm
(refer to SA-01 Current and Future Infrastructure).

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE):
Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) supplies electric energy for the recharging of plug-in electric
vehicles. Charging stations provide a range of heavy duty or special connectors that conform to a
variety of standards. Subject to the recharging time required, a single charging station may need up to
65kVA power connection based on units currently available in the market. It is important that the
charging stations have sufficient fire safety and emergency response infrastructure (as per relevant
emergency authority requirements) as many of the commercially available electric cars have highvoltage systems.
The EVSE must:



Provide a Level 2 charging capacity or greater.
Comply with the relevant regional or local standard for electrical connectors, such as SAE
Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice J1772, SAE Electric Vehicle Conductive Charge Coupler
or IEC 62196 of the International Electrotechnical Commission.
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Receive approval for the connection of the Electricity Charging units from the electricity
network.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Guidelines and Standards for Parking v1, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA), 1426
Hijri
2. SAE Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice J1772, SAE Electric Vehicle Conductive Charge Coupler
3. IEC 62196 Plugs, socket-outlets, vehicle couplers and vehicle inlets – Conductive charging of
electric vehicles
4. National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO)
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CC-03 Walkable Public Realm
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

3

Aim
To promote vibrant communities, active living and reduced reliance on motorized transport by
providing safe and convenient pedestrian networks.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

A safe, accessible and continuous pedestrian network connects each
building to nearby amenities and transit stops. The pedestrian network
complies with one of the following:

2




A Connectivity Index of 1.4 or greater.
An Intersection Density of at least 54 per km2.

In addition to requirement #1, the pedestrian network is designed to
achieve at least two of the following:


2





Street trees or landscaping run adjacent to pedestrian walkways
on residential blocks.
Continuous walkways are provided on both sides of the roads for
at least 85% of the pedestrian network.
Building plots along non-residential and mixed-use blocks have
pedestrian entrances every 50m or less.
Pedestrians can access public buildings without walking through a
surface parking lot.
Garages and service bay openings face less than 20% of the
network length (excluding roadways).
Total

1

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2




Site plan identifying the links, nodes and/or intersections of the pedestrian network, with
supporting calculations of the Connectivity Index and/or the Intersection Density.
Detailed design drawings of the pedestrian walkway confirming compliance with the
required dimensions and safe crossings.
Detailed design drawings and/or specifications demonstrating compliance with at least
two of the strategies for improving the pedestrian network.
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Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1


2

As-built site plan identifying the links, nodes and/or intersections of the pedestrian
network, with supporting calculations of the Connectivity Index and/or the Intersection
Density.
As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs of the pedestrian
walkway confirming compliance with the required dimensions and safe crossings.
As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs demonstrating
compliance with at least two of the optional strategies for improving the pedestrian
network.

Supporting Guidance
Safe Pedestrian Network:




A safe pedestrian network is a dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8 meters wide with safe
roadway crossings (e.g. traffic lights, stop signs, or marked crosswalks).
Shading requirements for pedestrian walkways are provided in CW-01 Outdoor Comfort.
If the community includes a metro line, the public realm design along the metro corridor must
comply with the Metro Urban Design & Streetscape Manual.

Connectivity Index:
The Connectivity Index is a measure of how well streets are linked with each other and is defined as the
number of street links divided by the number of nodes and link ends (including cul-de-sacs and sharp
curves):
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑠
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

External Roadway

External Roadway

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

Number of street links = 19
Number of nodes = 12
Connectivity Index = 1.58

Number of street links = 8
Number of nodes = 8
Connectivity Index = 1

Figure CC-03.1 Example Connectivity Index calculations
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Intersection Density:
The Intersection Density is the number of intersections (including dead-ends) in a given area (km2):

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑘𝑚2)

Figure CC-03.2 provides examples of intersection densities for different community layouts with an area
of 1km2.

Intersection Density = 25

Intersection Density = 20

Intersection Density = 25

Figure CC-03.2 Examples of intersection densities

Street Trees and Landscaping:
Street trees and/or landscaping should run adjacent to the pedestrian walkways on residential blocks.
Reference should be made to SA-04 Ecological Enhancement and CW-01 Outdoor Comfort.
Continuous Walkways:
Continuous walkways are walkways that are, where feasible, unobstructed or uninterrupted by physical
obstacles. Allowable obstructions may be due to the location of existing buildings or heritage sites,
rights-of-way, dedicated open space, etc. The percentage of continuous walkways (CW) is calculated as
follows:

𝐶𝑊 =

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑 (𝑚)
𝑥 100%
𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑦𝑠 (𝑚)

Pedestrian Entrances:
Building plots along non-residential and mixed-use blocks should have a pedestrian entrance every 50m
or less. Schools and other plots which require secure access can be excluded from this requirement.
Credit Tool
N/A
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Reference Documents
1. Riyadh Public Transport Program, METRO Urban Design & Streetscape Manual (February 2014),
High Commission for the Development of Arriyadh
2. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) EnviroAtlas, Estimated Intersection Density of Walkable
Roads, EnviroAtlas Community Data Fact Sheets, July 2016
3. Street Connectivity Zoning and Subdivision Model Ordinance, Appendix F, By Division of Planning
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, March 2009
4. The Congress for New Urbanism (CNU)
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CC-04 Bicycle Network
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

3

Aim
To promote active living and transportation choices by providing convenient and safe infrastructure for
bicycles and other individual transportation vehicles.
Requirements
#

Requirement
The community’s
requirements:



1



bicycle

network

complies

Points Available
with

the

following

75% of buildings are located within 180m bicycling distance of the
bicycle network that connects directly to five amenities within
5km.
Bicycle lanes in the network are clearly marked as being only for
bicycles or other individual transportation vehicles and are at least
1.5m wide (or 3m wide for two-way lanes).
Shaded rest areas for cyclists are provided every 1500m.
Shaded and secure parking racks for bicycles and other individual
transportation vehicles are provided at key destinations in the
public realm.

2

Future expansions to bicycle networks may qualify if they are already
planned, funded, and expected to be operational within 3 years.
2

In addition to requirement #1, the bicycle network is physically separated
from both vehicular and pedestrian traffic on all roads that have a design
speed > 40km/h or more than two lanes of traffic in the same direction.

1

Total

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1



Site plan identifying the following:
o Bicycle network and each building within 180m bicycling distance, confirming that
the minimum 75% is achieved.
o Qualifying amenities within 5km bicycling distance.
o Shaded rest areas and the distances between them along the network.
o Location of shaded and secure parking racks for bicycles and other individual
transportation vehicles.
Detailed design drawings and/or specifications for the bicycle network, confirming
compliance with the required dimensions and demarcation.
Detailed design drawings and/or specifications for the shaded rest areas, confirming
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2



compliance with the dimensions and shading requirements.
Detailed design drawings and/or specifications for the public realm parking racks,
confirming compliance with the required characteristics.
For future expansions, official confirmation of funding, construction schedule and
planned date of full operation.
Site plan identifying roads with a design speed >40km/h or more than two lanes in the
same direction.
Detailed design drawings and/or specifications for the bicycle network, confirming a
physical separation between bicycle lanes and both vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement




1








2

As-built site plan identifying the following:
o Bicycle network and each building within 180m bicycling distance, confirming that
the minimum 75% is achieved.
o Qualifying amenities within 5km biking distance.
o Shaded rest areas and the distances between them along the network.
o Shaded and secure parking racks for bicycles and other individual transportation
vehicles.
As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs of the bicycle network,
confirming compliance with the required dimensions and demarcation.
As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs and purchase receipts
of the shaded rest areas, confirming compliance with the dimensions and shading
requirements.
As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs of the public realm
parking racks, confirming compliance with the required characteristics.
For future expansions, official confirmation of funding, construction schedule, and
planned date of full operation (updated as necessary).
As-built site plan identifying roads with a design speed >40km/h or more than two lanes
in the same direction.
As-built drawings and representative date-stamped photographs and purchase receipts
for the bicycle network, confirming a physical separation between bicycle lanes and both
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Supporting Guidance






Bicycling distance is the route along a clearly marked bicycle lane at least 1.5m wide (3m if twoways), or a street with a design speed of 40 km/h or less.
Applicable amenities are defined in CC-01 Local Amenities.
A clearly marked bicycle lane is demarcated by two continuous, solid white lines 20cm wide
and a bicycle icon and directional arrow every 100m. More colorful or detailed alternatives are
encouraged, and additional signage is recommended.
Any bicycle lane adjacent to parked cars, a guardrail, fence or other elevated barrier must be
buffered by at least 1m or be 1m wider (e.g. 2.5m for one-way, 4m for two-way).
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Shaded rest areas for cyclists must be at least 2m x 0.75m and be fully shaded (refer to CW-01
Outdoor Comfort for the minimum SRI requirements of the shading). It is recommended that
these be placed, where possible, at intersections or other natural stopping points.
Key destinations for shaded and secure bicycle racks in the public realm include mosques,
grocery stores, parks, retail clusters, commercial areas and other significant amenities or
destinations.
Bike-share networks are encouraged, but bike-share parking docks in the public realm do not
contribute to this credit.
Other individual transport vehicles include modes such as push-scooters and dockless sharedbicycles. These can include “power-assist” vehicles with regenerative braking and/or no hub
motor. “Full-power” vehicles that use a hub motor and require an external fuel source, such as
mopeds, motor bikes, motorcycles, neighborhood electric vehicles and golf carts, cannot be
included.
Bicycle racks must have the following characteristics:
o Each bicycle space must be at least 2m x 0.75m, with an aisle at least 1.5m wide.
(alternative designs that comply with the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle
Professionals (APBP) Bicycle Parking Guidelines are also accepted).
o Stands must be permanently fixed and allow two points of contact, such that a single
U-lock can capture both the bicycle frame and a wheel.
o Stands in public racks should be constructed with tamper-resistant and weatherresistant materials, such as stainless steel or galvanized steel. Square tubing, rather
than round tubing, should be used.
o All parking spaces must be fully shaded (refer to CW-01 Outdoor Comfort for the
minimum SRI requirements for the shading).
o If the parking is not visible from both the street and the amenity, clear signage must be
provided.
Recommended bicycle rack designs include Inverted U (or Staple Loop), the Post & Ring, and
the Wheelwell-secure. For high- density, space-constrained situations: Staggered Wheelwellsecure, Vertical, and Two-Tier.
Bicycle rack designs that are not recommended include: Wave, Schoolyard, Coathanger,
Wheelwell, Bollard, Spiral, and Swing Arm Secured.
Parking areas dedicated for other individual transportation must be of the same area as each
bicycle parking space (e.g. at least 2m x 0.75 m, with an aisle at least 1.5m wide).
Parking areas dedicated for other individual transportation must be clearly reserved by
pavement markings and additional shaded area.
Physically separated bicycle lanes must have a physical barrier – such as vehicle parking lanes,
bollards or other raised buffers – against vehicular traffic, as well as a clear demarcation from
pedestrian walkways.
Manuals published by the U.S. National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO)
and the Dutch Centre for Research and Contract Standardization in Civil and Traffic Engineering
(CROW) are recommended for guidance on safe intersection designs.

Credit Tool
N/A
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Reference Documents
1. National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO), Urban Bikeway Design Guide (2014)
2. American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, Guide for the Development of
Bicycle Facilities (1999)
3. Dutch Centre for Research and Contract Standardization in Civil and Traffic Engineering (CROW),
Netherlands, Design Manual for Bicycle Traffic (2017)
4. The Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP) Bicycle Parking Guidelines
 Full Guidelines https://www.apbp.org/page/Publications?
 Abbreviated Essentials
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.apbp.org/resource/resmgr/Bicycle_Parking/EssentialsofBik
eParking_FINA.pdf
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CC-05 Public Transportation
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To promote transportation efficiency and active living by ensuring all residents and visitors can easily
access public transportation.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Each building is located within the following distances of a bus stop or a
metro/commuter rail station. The minimum day-time service frequency of
the bus stop and the station must be at least 30 minutes.




1



Individual dwelling: EITHER 350 meters safe walking distance of a
bus stop OR 700m safe walking distance of a metro/commuter rail
station.
Multi-residential building: 350m safe walking distance of a bus
stop OR metro/commuter rail station.
Commercial building: 200m safe walking distance of a bus stop OR
metro/commuter rail station.

1

Future expansions to transit services may qualify if they are already
planned, funded and expected to be operational within 3 years of building
occupancy.
2

In addition to requirement #1, the day-time service of the bus stop or the
metro/commuter rail station is more frequent than 30 minutes.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2



Site plan identifying the following:
o The different building types (individual dwellings, multi-residential and commercial)
within the community.
o Each transit corridor, station and stop.
o The 200m, 350m and 700m safe walking distances around each bus stop and/or
metro or commuter rail station, confirming each building type is within the required
distance.
Most recent official schedules of service frequency for the transit station or stop.
For future expansions, official confirmation of funding, construction schedule and
planned date of full operation.
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Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2




As-built site plan identifying the following:
o The different building types (individual dwellings, multi-residential and commercial)
within the community.
o Each transit corridor, each station or stop
o The 200m, 350m and 700m safe walking distances around each bus stop and/or
metro or commuter rail station, confirming each building type is within the required
distance.
Representative date-stamped photographs of dedicated walkways along the pedestrian
routes identified.
Most recent official schedules of service frequency for the transit station or stop.
For future expansions, official confirmation of funding, construction schedule, and
planned date of full operation (updated as necessary).

Supporting Guidance


The safe walking distance is a route along a dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8m wide
with safe roadway crossings e.g. traffic lights, stop signs or marked pedestrian crossings. The
safe walking distance is measured from the anticipated location of the building entrance (a
pedestrian entrance available to all residents and visitors) to the stop or station. The building
entrance does not include external pedestrian gates or building entrances inside vehicle
parking structures.



The minimum day-time service frequency is for a one-way service between 6am and 10pm, on
both weekdays and weekends.



Transit routes must run in both directions.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Transit Oriented Development, High Commission for the Development of Arriyadh, April 2018
2. Institute for Transportation & Development Policy (ITDP), TOD Standard
3. EMBARQ TOD Guide for Urban Communities
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Community Wellbeing

68

6

Community Wellbeing

Vision 2030 aims to encourage widespread participation in sports and athletic activities to increase the
ratio of individuals exercising once a week from 13% to 40%. This will have long-term benefits of
reducing the incidences of chronic illnesses such as diabetes and obesity, and alleviating stresses on the
healthcare system. Currently, 17.9% of the population is diabetic and 28.7% are obese3.
Community Wellbeing provides a number of platforms that support Vision 2030, including the provision
of open space and active communities that are accessible to all. Community Wellbeing also addresses
the safety and comfort of communities. Developments are encouraged to provide cooler outdoor
environments, ensure safe and secure communities and promote health and wellbeing.

Outdoor
Comfort

Active
Communities

Safe
Communities

Community
Wellbeing

Access for All

Provision of
Open Space

Figure 8 Community Wellbeing credits

3

Saudi Quality of Life Program 2020: Delivery Plan (n.d.). Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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CW-01 Outdoor Comfort
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

6

Aim
To improve outdoor comfort and encourage more active lifestyles.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirements #1 and #2 (3 credit points).
Outdoor Comfort Strategy
1

An Outdoor Comfort Strategy is developed and implemented in line with
the specific requirements in the Supporting Guidance.

1

Shading Provision




2



A minimum of 20% shading cover is provided to pedestrian
walkways and bicycle paths on at least one side of the street, along
with shade refuges every 100m.
A minimum of 50% shading cover is provided to:
o Playgrounds
o Car parks
100% shading cover is provided to:
o Community transit stops (e.g. bus stops, tram stops)
o Bicycle parking

2

Solar Reflectance Index (SRI)
3

The three-year aged Solar Reflectance Index (SRI) values of the hardscape
and shade structures meet the following:



1

Hardscape: 90% of the hardscape covering has an SRI ≥ 45
Shade structures: 100% of the shade structures have an SRI ≥ 75

Computational Fluid Dynamics
4

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is used to demonstrate that
all hotspots have been eliminated.

2

Total

6

Design Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement


Outdoor Comfort Strategy with supporting design documentation to validate the
implementation of the strategy into the community’s design.



Drawings showing all pedestrian walkways, bicycle paths, playgrounds, car parks,
community transit stops and bicycle parking.
Calculations in table format showing that the minimum shading requirements are

2
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achieved.

3





4



Drawings illustrating all the areas of compliant and non-compliant hardscape and shade
structures.
Calculations in table format showing that the required percentages are achieved.
Extracts from specifications indicating the required SRI values.
Climate analysis identifying the direction of prevailing winds, average wind speed and
peak ambient temperature.
CFD report detailing hotspots and the mitigation strategies and results, showing
compliance based on the master plan design.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement

1



Updated Outdoor Comfort Strategy with supporting as-built documentation to validate
the implementation of the strategy.



As-built drawings showing all pedestrian walkways, bicycle paths, playgrounds, car parks,
community transit stops and bicycle parking.
Calculations in table format showing that the minimum shading requirements are
achieved.
Date-stamped photographs of a representative selection of the shading provisions.



2







3




4

As-built drawings illustrating all the areas of compliant and non-compliant hardscape and
shade structures.
As-built calculations in table format showing that the required percentages are achieved.
Purchase orders and product data sheets showing the SRIs for the materials used.
Date-stamped photographs of a representative selection of the installed hardscape and
shade structures.
As-built drawings indicating the implementation of the mitigation strategies.
Date-stamped photographs of the mitigation strategies.

Supporting Guidance
Outdoor Comfort Strategy:
The outdoor comfort strategy must cover the following as a minimum:









Climate assessment of the community’s location which includes seasonal temperatures,
humidity and rainfall.
Prevailing winds and street orientation:
o Where possible the majority of streets should be aligned parallel to the prevailing wind
direction to promote natural ventilation through the community.
o The wind path should not be blocked by obstructions along the prevailing wind edge of
the community.
Shading strategy using landscaping, strategic building placement and shade canopies.
Selection of solar reflective materials.
Massing and orientation of the buildings.
Natural ventilation strategies.
Other strategies used to enhance outdoor comfort or reduce the heat island effect.
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Shading Calculations:





Shading calculations must be based on the sun’s position at midday on the equinox and the
summer solstice. The analysis is to be undertaken using simulation software.
o Equinox: the time at which the sun crosses the celestial equator, when day and night
are of equal length (around 22nd September and 20th March).
o Summer Solstice: when the sun reaches its highest position in the sky and the day with
the longest period of daylight (21st or 22nd June).
The shaded area cast by trees can be based on their canopy size at a maximum of 5 years postconstruction.
Grid or lattice structures that create dappled shading and provide more than 75% shade can be
considered as providing 100% shade. Otherwise, shaded areas under a grid or lattice that
provide less than 75% shade must only calculate the actual shaded portion.
Table CW-01.1 Example of shading simulation results

Area
(m2)

Shaded Area Summer
Solstice 12pm

Shaded Area
– Equinox
12pm

Shading %
Summer
Solstice

Shading %
Equinox

Mostadam
Keystone
Requirement

Pedestrian
Walkway

680

250

230

37%

34%

20%

Playground

210

210

210

100%

100%

50%

Car Park

170

95

85

56%

50%

50%

Bicycle Path

730

200

180

27%

25%

20%

Bicycle Parking

50

50

50

100%

100%

100%

Area Type

Solar Reflectance Index (SRI):











The SRI of a material demonstrates the material’s ability to stay cool in the sun by absorbing
less heat and reflecting more sunlight. The higher the SRI, the better the material is at staying
cool.
The three year-aged SRI is typically lower than the initial SRI as it accounts for weathering and
soiling which reduces the material’s ability to stay cool in the sun. As much of the weathering
and soiling occurs within the first three years, the aged value is a more appropriate measure of
SRI.
The three year-aged SRI is found in the Product Data Sheet that can be obtained from the
manufacturer. If this information is not available, the material can be tested at an independent
laboratory according to the requirements of ASTM E1980.
Hardscape areas include the following:
o Paths
o Walkways
o Parking
o Play and amenity areas
Areas of pervious, permeable or concrete (without added color) hardscape automatically
comply with credit requirement #3.
Parking areas that are shaded (where the shading meets the required SRI values) automatically
comply with the hardscape requirements for SRI.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics:
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a useful approach for studying the air flow through a
development, identifying stagnant areas of built-up heat and assessing the effectiveness of strategies to
improve outdoor thermal comfort. A steady-state CFD model is to be simulated for the development
and the following parameters are to be assessed:



Velocity of the air flowing through the development.
Temperature gradient across the development.

The simulation is to be conducted based on the average prevailing wind speed and direction and the
peak ambient temperature for the community’s location. Areas within building plots are excluded from
the study. Results are to be taken at 1.5m from the ground and any hotspots identified. A hotspot is an
area where the wind speed is less than 0.3m/s and/or the temperature is more than 2C greater than
the temperature of the prevailing wind. If any hotspots are identified, mitigation measures must be
implemented and the CFD model re-run to demonstrate that no hotspots remain.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. ASTM E1980-11 Standard Practice for Calculating Solar Reflective Index of Horizontal and Low
Sloped Opaque Surfaces
2. ASTM C1549-16 Standard Test Method for Determination of Solar Reflectance Near Ambient
Temperature Using a Portable Solar Reflectometer
3. ASTM E 408-13 Standard Test Methods for Total Normal Emittance of Surfaces Using InspectionMeter Techniques
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CW-02 Active Communities
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To promote active living and community cohesion, and improve mental and emotional health.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).

1

Two recreational facilities are provided within 350m safe walking distance
of at least 75% of residential and commercial buildings. One recreational
facility is indoors and one is outdoors.

1

A long-term commitment is provided for the regular maintenance and
cleaning of all recreational facilities.

2

In addition to requirement #1, a further two recreational facilities are
provided within 350m safe walking distance of at least 75% of residential
and commercial buildings. The recreational facilities can be indoors or
outdoors.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1&
2




Site plan identifying all recreational facilities, dedicated pedestrian walking routes and
distances to residential and commercial buildings.
Calculation table verifying the percentage of the residential and commercial buildings
within the 350m safe walking distance.
Active Space Program for all indoor recreational facilities highlighting the different users,
operating hours and signage.
Client commitment letter and a management plan describing in detail the regular
maintenance and cleaning requirements for all recreational facilities under the client’s
ownership and/or management.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2




As-built site plan identifying all recreational facilities, dedicated pedestrian walking
routes and distances to residential and commercial buildings.
Updated calculation table verifying the percentage of the residential and commercial
buildings within the 350m safe walking distance.
Updated Active Space Program for all indoor recreational facilities highlighting the
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different users, operating hours and signage.
Updated client commitment letter and a management plan describing in detail the
regular maintenance and cleaning required for all recreational facilities under the client’s
ownership and/or management.

Supporting Guidance
Indoor Recreational Facilities:
Qualifying indoor recreational facilities encourage physical activity and include:




Swimming pools
Sports courts
Fitness centers

Active Space Program:
Developers and community stakeholders should consider at an early stage how to operate the indoor
recreational facilities to support and encourage active living within the community. An Active Space
Program must be prepared for all indoor recreational facilities to include, at a minimum, the following:






The access timings throughout the day, week and year for each indoor recreational facility for
each user type:
o Families
o Women and children only
o Men only
Proposals for signage to communicate timings and services within each facility.
Details of who owns each indoor recreational facility and is responsible for financing its
upkeep.
Responsible party for managing and operating each facility.

Outdoor Recreational Facilities:
Qualifying outdoor recreational facilities encourage physical activity, are free to use and are publicly
accessible. Examples include:






Fitness areas with equipment in public open spaces such as plazas and parks.
Meditation areas in public open spaces such as plazas and parks.
Playgrounds.
Sports fields/courts.
Swimming pools.

Safe Walking Distance:
The safe walking distance is a route along a dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8m wide with safe
roadway crossings e.g. traffic lights, stop signs or marked pedestrian crossings. The safe walking
distance is measured from the anticipated location of the building entrance (a pedestrian entrance
available to all residents and visitors) to the recreational facility. The building entrance does not include
external pedestrian gates or building entrances inside vehicle parking structures.
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Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Planning Standards for Recreational Areas of Cities v1, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs
(MOMRA), 1426 Hijri
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CW-03 Provision of Open Space
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To create a thriving and healthy community that endorses health, social and economic values.
Requirements
#

1

Requirement

Points Available

Outdoor open space is provided within 350m safe walking distance of at
least 75% of residential and commercial buildings. The total area of
outdoor open spaces provided in the community is at least 25% of the total
site area.

2

A long-term commitment is provided for regular maintenance and cleaning
of all open spaces within the community.
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1




Site plan identifying all open spaces and safe walking routes and distances from the
residential and commercial buildings.
Calculation table verifying the percentage of the residential and commercial buildings
within 350m safe walking distance.
Calculation verifying the total area of outdoor open space as a percentage of the
community site area.
Client commitment letter and a management plan describing in detail the regular
maintenance and cleaning requirements for all open spaces under the client’s ownership
and/or management.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1




As-built site plan identifying all open spaces and safe walking routes and distances from
the residential and commercial buildings.
Updated calculation table verifying the percentage of the residential and commercial
buildings within 350m safe walking distance.
Updated calculation verifying the total area of outdoor open space as a percentage of the
community site area.
Updated client commitment letter and a management plan describing in detail the
regular maintenance and cleaning required for all open spaces under the client’s
ownership and/or management.
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Supporting Guidance
Access to open space increases resident and visitor satisfaction and appreciation of the community and
is associated with greater interaction and collaboration of community users as well as creating a safer
and more enjoyable community. Communities with access to open space also have an added
economical value for businesses, homeowners and developers.
An open space is an open area with trees, shrubs and/or vegetation (either landscaped or natural) that
is freely accessible to the public. Qualifying open spaces include:






Parks
Community gardens
Natural wildlife habitats
Public plazas
Public seating areas

The open space may include publicly accessible privately-owned spaces for which accessibility shall be
clearly shared with the community users (residents, employees and visitors). Outdoor spaces that are
outside of the community and are in compliance with the required walking distance can contribute to
meeting the credit requirement.
Safe Walking Distance:
The safe walking distance is a route along a dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8m wide with safe
roadway crossings e.g. traffic lights, stop signs or marked pedestrian crossings. The safe walking
distance is measured from the anticipated location of the building entrance (a pedestrian entrance
available to all residents and visitors) to the open space. The building entrance does not include
external pedestrian gates or building entrances inside vehicle parking structures.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Requirements for Design and Implementation of Public Parks, Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs (MOMRA)
2. Planning Standards for Recreational Areas of Cities v1, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs
(MOMRA), 1426 Hijri
3. Standards and Regulations for Afforestation within Cities, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs
(MOMRA)
4. Technical Conditions and Specifications for the Implementation of Afforestation Projects, Ministry
of Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA)
5. U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Green Streets and Community Open Space
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CW-04 Access for All
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To ensure residents and visitors of all physical abilities have easy access to all community facilities.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

An Accessibility Strategy is developed and implemented for the project.
There is a level, accessible pedestrian crossing at every street intersection
and every 100m along streets with a design speed > 40 km/h.

1

2

A Wayfinding Strategy is developed and implemented for the project.

1
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


Accessibility Strategy that addresses each required consideration, signed by the project’s
Architect or Transportation Planner. The strategy should clearly reference relevant
supporting documents as necessary.



Site plans, design drawings and specifications for pedestrian crossings, confirming
compliance with the required elements of the Accessibility Strategy.



Wayfinding Strategy that addresses each required consideration, signed by the project’s
Architect or Transportation Planner. The strategy should clearly reference relevant
supporting documents as necessary.



Design drawings, specifications, and operational policy documents to support wayfinding
measures.

1

2

Construction Stage Evidence
#

1

2

Evidence per Requirement


Updated Accessibility Strategy that addresses each required consideration, signed by the
project’s Architect or Transportation Planner. The strategy should clearly reference
relevant supporting documents as necessary.



As-built site plans, drawings and representative date-stamped photographs of pedestrian
crossings, confirming compliance with the required elements of the Accessibility
Strategy.



Updated Wayfinding Strategy that addresses each required consideration, signed by the
project’s Architect or Transportation Planner. The strategy should clearly reference
relevant supporting documents as necessary.
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As-built drawings, representative date-stamped photographs and operational policy
documents confirming implementation of the Wayfinding Strategy.

Supporting Guidance
Accessibility Strategy:








The Accessibility Strategy must include the following considerations:
o How all areas of the public realm, including transport hubs, routine destinations and
open spaces, can be accessible to all community residents and visitors.
o The use of tactile walking surface indicators (TWSIs) to assist vision-impaired persons,
including detectable warning surfaces, detectable edges and directional indicators.
o The use of audio signals for the hearing-impaired, especially at traffic signals.
o All indicators and signals should be reliably detectable and consistently applied
throughout the project.
o Other considerations for the anticipated members of the planned community.
Detectable warning surfaces should:
o Alert persons with visual impairments to the presence of steps or grade changes,
potential vehicular hazards or pedestrian decision-points.
o Be used in pairs to identify the beginning and ending of a crosswalk or grade change.
o Extend the full width of any pedestrian path and at least 60cm in the direction of
pedestrian travel.
o Contrast in color with the adjacent surfaces.
Directional indicators should:
o Help pedestrians navigate around obstacles or through open spaces and find
crosswalks, transit stops and other amenities in cases where other cues are
insufficient.
o If parallel to a pedestrian walkway, be at least 30cm wide and maintain a smooth
walkway at least 1.5m wide.
o If perpendicular to a pedestrian walkway, be at least 60cm wide.
o Meet the standard dimensions specified in ISO 23599:2019.
o Contrast visually with the adjacent surfaces.
Detectable edges should:
o Signify step edges or the boundary of a pedestrian walkway.
o Be a detectable change in surface texture.
o Contrast in color with the adjacent surfaces.

Level and Accessible Pedestrian Crossings:





Level, accessible pedestrian crossings must include curbless access to pedestrian walkways on
both sides – either pedestrian ramps (at least 1.8m wide with a slope less than 10%) or vehicle
speed humps (with a flat top at least 1.8m wide) – and detectable warning surfaces at each
side. For roads with a design speed greater than 40 km/h, this crossing must be at least 3m
wide and clearly marked.
High-visibility ladder and zebra markings are recommended for crosswalks. Truncated dome
detectable warning surfaces are recommended.
Pedestrian overpasses and underpasses are discouraged where at-grade crossings are possible.
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Wayfinding Strategy:
The Wayfinding Strategy must include the following considerations:






Expected users of each place.
Landmarks, transit connections and common destinations for visitors and residents.
Wayfinding regulations applicable to the project. How the project can exceed minimum
requirements and tailor its wayfinding strategy to meet the specific needs of the community.
How the wayfinding language will be consistently implemented. How signage will be
maintained to ensure consistency.
Type, quantity and placement of wayfinding signage, including:
o Maps with landmarks, street names and destinations. These should be forward-facing
(not North-oriented) and include a “you are here” indicator.
o Basic cardinal directions.
o Designation of pedestrian walkways, bicycle routes, and transit connections.
o Distances or walking-times from significant destinations.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. United States Access Board, Proposed Accessibility Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities in the Public
Right-of-Way, 2011
2. United States Access Board, ADA and ABA Accessibility Guidelines, amended May 7, 2014
3. U.S. Department of Transportation, FHWA Accessible Shared Streets: Notable Practices and
Considerations for Accommodating Pedestrians with Vision Disabilities, October 2017
4. ISO 23599:2019 Assistive Products for Blind and Vision-Impaired Persons, Tactile Walking Surface
Indicators
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CW-05 Safe Communities
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To ensure that the planning and design of the community contributes to the creation of a safe and
secure environment for residents and visitors.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

Factors that influence crime and the fear of crime in the public realm are
identified through a risk assessment and mitigated through the application
of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.

2

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1

CPTED Strategy.
Design drawings and specifications demonstrating the incorporation of the CPTED
strategy into the design of the community.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

As-built drawings, product datasheets and date-stamped photographs confirming the
implementation of the CPTED strategy.

Supporting Guidance
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Strategy:
Safety and security risks are to be identified by a Competent Professional, taking into consideration the
local context of the community and the development proposals. The Competent Professional must
document how the CPTED principles outlined below have been implemented in the spatial planning and
design of the development to reduce opportunities for crime and to promote positive behaviour.
The main principles of CPTED are:


Natural Surveillance
Natural surveillance is the natural oversight of public realm areas, which deters crime by
ensuring spaces are easily visible to users and passers-by. Some examples of natural
surveillance include:
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o









Designing streets to increase the amount of pedestrian and bicycle use (refer to CC-03
Walkable Public Realm, CC-04 Bicycle Network and CW-01 Outdoor Comfort).
o Creating landscape designs that provide natural surveillance, particularly in areas
around entrances.
o Using short and non-sight limiting fencing (if fencing is required).
o Avoiding blind-spots e.g. from poorly placed lighting.
o Ensuring potentially high-risk areas are well lit such as walkways, parking areas, bus
stops, play areas, recreation areas and waste and recycling areas (refer to E-02
External Lighting).
o Avoiding security lighting that is too bright and creates glare and/or deep shadows.
o Controlling glare using shielded or cut-off luminaires (refer to SA-08 Light Pollution
and Trespass).
Natural Access Control
Natural access control uses entrances, fencing, lighting and landscaping etc. to control access
into and out of a community or areas within a community, such as car parks, public parks and
playgrounds. It can include formal entrances/exits (e.g. fencing and gates for car parks) and
informal entrances/exits (e.g. hedging and other landscape designs for parks).
Natural Territoriality
Natural territoriality involves creating places that are well-used by residents of a community to
provide natural territorial reinforcement. This can be achieved by defining areas as public and
semi-public through landscape design, signage, art installations, screens and fences.
Maintenance
Maintaining public realm areas to a high standard (refer to MO-03 Maintenance of the Public
Realm) deters crime. This includes responding promptly to issues such as vandalism and
graffiti.
Activity Support
Activity support involves ensuring the public realm is used by residents through facilitating and
scheduling activities such as sporting events, street music festivals or markets. This avoids
places being under-used and subsequently becoming a target for crime. Ensuring a variety of
uses, e.g. working, shopping and playing, at different times of the day within the same area
reduces the risk of crime (refer to CW-02 Active Communities).

Competent Professional:
The Competent Professional must have at least three years of experience in the safety and security
master planning of projects of a similar type and scale in the GCC.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Safe Growth and CPTED in Saskatoon, Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Guidelines:
An Illustrated Guide to Safer Development in Our Community, June 2010
2. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design: Guidelines for Queensland, Part A: Essential
Features of Safer Places, October 2007
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3. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design: Guidelines for Queensland, Part B:
Implementation Guide, October 2007
4. Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Guidebook, National Crime Prevention Council,
Singapore, October 2003
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Region and Culture

85

7

Region and Culture

Region and Culture addresses the promotion and preservation of KSA’s heritage and culture and
supports the local economy through rewarding projects that use locally-sourced materials. In line with
Vision 2030, Mostadam also encourages a sense of community by encouraging projects to provide
community spaces that enable participation in activities and events to cultivate a sense of belonging
and nurture vibrant societies.

Community
Gathering Space

Region and
Culture

Regional
Heritage

Thriving
Economy

Figure 9 Region and Culture credits
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RC-01 Community Gathering Space
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To provide a community gathering space for residents to facilitate a sense of belonging and encourage a
more vibrant society.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

All residential units are located within 350m safe walking distance of at least
one community gathering space. For developments that have less than
2,000 residents, the community mosque can be used to meet the
requirements of this credit.
Community gathering spaces planned for the future may qualify if they are
already zoned, funded/leased and expected to be operational within 1 year
of community occupancy.

2

2

An Ownership and Management Policy is developed for the community
gathering space(s).
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1

2



Calculations of the number of residents and the total required area of community
gathering space(s).
Master plan drawing showing the location and size of the community gathering space(s),
confirming that all residential units are within 350m safe walking distance of at least one
gathering space.
For planned gathering spaces, confirmation of zoning and date of full operation signed by
the Owner of the community gathering space.
Community gathering space Ownership and Management Policy.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1





Updated calculations of the number of residents and the total required area of
community gathering space(s).
As-built drawing showing the location and size of the community gathering space(s),
illustrating that all residential units are within 350m safe walking distance of at least one
gathering space.
For planned gathering spaces, confirmation of zoning and date of full operation signed by
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the Owner of the community gathering space.


2

Official community policy documentation which includes the community gathering space
Ownership and Management Policy.

Supporting Guidance
A community gathering space is a versatile indoor space that can be used by residents for community
activities such as:





Education
Events
Exhibitions
Any function that serves the purpose of bringing the community together

Size of Community Gathering Space:
The minimum total area required for the community gathering space(s) within a development is to be
based on a per capita value of 0.3m2/person. The number of people considered should be the total
design occupancy of all the residential units within the community.
Ownership and Management Policy:
The Ownership and Management Policy for each community gathering space should include the
following as a minimum:





Details of who owns the community gathering space and is responsible for its upkeep.
Responsible party for managing and operating the space.
Mechanism for residents to book events along with event-specific policies which ensure
community members are respected.
Operation times of the community gathering space.

Safe Walking Distance:
The safe walking distance is a route along a dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8m wide with safe
roadway crossings e.g. traffic lights, stop signs or marked pedestrian crossings. The safe walking
distance is measured from the anticipated location of the building entrance (a pedestrian entrance
available to all residents and visitors) to the community gathering space. The building entrance does not
include external pedestrian gates or building entrances inside vehicle parking structures.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. The 2nd Executive Plan for Provision of Public Services in Riyadh, 2017
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RC-02 Regional Heritage
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To promote design practices that reflect KSA’s culture, regional heritage and traditions, and to
showcase authentic KSA architecture and vernacular.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

The development relates to its region’s character and historic design
traditions, incorporating at least two of the following features:






1

2

Religious center
Building height restrictions
Local materials/colors
Local landscape character
Ornate screens and overhangs within public realm architecture

1

Any existing heritage sites or features within the project boundary are
preserved.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1


2

Concept narrative outlining the design strategy that demonstrates how the selected
cultural and regional features are incorporated into the design of the community, signed
by a registered local historic preservation commission or architectural review board with
experience of preserving Saudi heritage and culture.
Drawings and/or visualizations which communicate the design strategy.
Heritage Control and Monitoring Plan signed by a registered local historic preservation
commission and in accordance with the Saudi Commission for Tourism & National
Heritage.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2




Updated narrative which demonstrates how the cultural and regional features have been
incorporated into the design of the community.
Date-stamped photographs of the implementation of the specific cultural and regional
features.
Updated Heritage Control and Monitoring Plan.
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Date-stamped photographs of the implementation of the Heritage Control and
Monitoring Plan.

Supporting Guidance
Regional Character and Historic Design Traditions:
The following are considered cultural and/or regional features and at least two must be incorporated
into the design of the community:









Religious Centre: A main mosque is provided for the community to be used for Friday
communal prayer. The scale, alignment and hierarchy of buildings is considered and the
mosque has a central position in the spatial and institutional hierarchy.
Building Height Restrictions: Similar building heights are used to control visibility and ensure
optimal visual privacy is passively integrated into the design of the community.
Material/Color: As appropriate to the community’s location, the local vernacular
colors/materials are used for construction or finishes. KSA can be divided into four regions that
differ in architectural style and materials. The regions and their materials have been
summarized below. The colors of the specified local traditional materials (or the materials
themselves) should be used to give the community a unified local character:
o Western (Hijaz) region: a hot humid coastal plain along the Red Sea.
The main materials used in construction were coral stones, volcanic stones, wood and
gypsum.
o Central and Northern (Najd) region: mainly a vast hot dry plateau in the center of the
country.
The main material used was coral aggregate from the Gulf.
o Eastern region: a hot humid region along the Arabian Gulf.
The traditional construction material was earth in the form of sun-dried mud bricks.
The mud was also used as a plastering material which proved to be suitable for the
sandy conditions as colors remained unaffected by the weather.
o Southern region: a high mountainous province to the southwest side.
The main materials used in construction were natural stone, clay and wood.
Local Landscape Character: The landscape responds to its surroundings and blends in with, or
enhances, the local character. The landscape reflects local relationships, design elements, color
and material combinations. The mere planting of indigenous species is not sufficient in this
context. Planting should complement the true local character of the area in terms of vegetation
type and structure. The following should be considered:
o Landform or levels
o Style and detailing
o Scale
o Landscape pattern
Ornate Screens and Overhangs: Public realm architecture is important as a welcoming element
and an expression of a community’s character and design. These elements can be ornamented
with geometric patterns, Arabic calligraphy and abstract plant forms.
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Heritage Sites and Features:
A list of heritage sites in KSA is provided by the Saudi Commission for Tourism & National Heritage
(SCTNH). The SCTNH puts forward examples of strategies applied to preserve the architectural heritage
and secure sustainable development of the heritage villages in its publication Villages & Towns Heritage
- An Illustrated Journey.
Heritage features are elements which have been inherited from past civilizations and generations that
relate to art, science, literature, customs, beliefs, daily life, public life or other events. The heritage
feature must date back at least forty years and be of artistic or historical value. The following elements
shall be considered:









Rock carvings and inscriptions.
Dry stone walls made of beach rock, carbonate rock or corals.
Accumulations of pottery, metal pieces or flint.
Accumulations of shell near the coast or inland.
Buildings constructed of only wood and dry stones.
Mashrabiya.
Mud brick constructions.
Well sites.

Heritage Preservation:
If any heritage sites or features exist within the project boundary, a Heritage Control and Monitoring
Plan signed by a registered local historic preservation commission must be developed and implemented
in accordance with the Saudi Commission for Tourism & National Heritage. The plan must provide
project-specific strategies that minimize the potential impacts of construction activities on the heritage
site or feature(s).
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Guidelines of Architectural Heritage Preservation v1, Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs
(MOMRA), 1426 Hijri
2. Villages & Towns Heritage - An Illustrated Journey, Saudi Commission for Tourism & Antiquities
3. Heritage Sites in Saudi Arabia, Saudi Commission for Tourism & Antiquities
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RC-03 Thriving Economy
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To give preference to the purchase of materials that benefit the local economy and provide the added
benefit of reduced transportation impacts.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

20% of the materials (by cost) used for the construction of public realm are
sourced from within KSA.

1

2

30% of the materials (by cost) used for the construction of public realm are
sourced from within KSA.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2




Calculations of the cost of compliant materials against the total cost of materials,
demonstrating that either the 20% or 30% requirement is achieved.
Specifications highlighting the requirement for materials to be sourced within KSA.
Draft Bill of Quantities (BoQ) confirming the total cost of applicable materials.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2




Updated calculations of the cost of compliant materials against the total cost of
materials, demonstrating that either the 20% or 30% requirement is achieved.
Purchase orders and proof of materials sourced within KSA.
Final Bill of Quantities (BoQ) confirming the total cost of applicable materials.

Supporting Guidance


Applicable construction materials within the public realm include the following:
o Fill or aggregate.
o Hardscape.
o Softscape including vegetation.
o Street furniture – seating, bollards, wayfinding, bus stops, bins etc.
o Lighting.
o Play equipment.
o Shade structures.
o Utilities infrastructure – including water, sewage, energy and district cooling.
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For a material to be considered as sourced within KSA, it must meet at least one of the
following conditions:
o Extracted in KSA.
o Manufactured in KSA.
o Final point of significant assembly in KSA.
For composite materials, the material with the largest percentage of content shall be used in
the calculation.
Materials that are primarily made from recycled content can also be included in the
calculations.
Labor and equipment costs must be excluded from the total material costs.
It is important to ensure that the source of extraction, manufacture or assembly is validated
against Mostadam requirements before procurement. Suppliers must provide their Trade
Licenses and the Country of Origin Certificates for their materials.
Table RC-03.1 contains an example cost analysis of construction materials to assess a project’s
compliance with the credit requirements. In this example, 22% of the material cost can be
attributed to materials sourced in KSA, therefore the project would be eligible for 1 point.
Table RC-03.1 Sample of cost analysis of construction materials

Description of Material

Product

Supplier

Location of
Extraction/
Manufacturing/
Assembly

Local Material
Cost (SAR) (exc.
labour &
equipment)

Gravel

Supplier 5

KSA

1,201,134

Geotextile

Supplier 5

KSA

120,081

Concrete

Supplier 1

KSA

1,200,100

Gravel

Supplier 5

KSA

120,073

Porous Paving

Supplier 2

KSA

240,127

Drip Feeder

Supplier 3

KSA

120,097

Green Vegetation

Supplier 3

KSA

240,096

Concrete Piping

Supplier 1

KSA

2,401,169

Concrete Piping

Supplier 1

KSA

1,801,035

Concrete Piping

Supplier 1

KSA

600,153

Earthwork
Aggregates for Exterior
Improvements
Geotextile for Earthwork
Cement and Concrete for Exterior
Improvements

Exterior Improvements
Aggregate Subbase Courses
Porous Unit Paving
Drip Irrigation
Plants and Bulbs

Utilities
Public Water Utility Distribution
Piping
Sanitary Sewerage Utilities
Storm Drainage Utilities

Pollution and Waste Control Equipment
Electrical Power Generation
Local Material Cost (SAR)

8,044,068

Total Material Cost (SAR) (to be supported by Bill of Quantities)

36,000,000

% Local Materials

22%
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Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
N/A
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Education and
Innovation

95

8

Education and Innovation

Education and Innovation aims to promote a culture of sustainability across the community and enable
the individual buildings to coordinate with and support the community’s sustainability aims and
requirements. All building Owners and developers are provided with a Sustainability Manual containing
detailed information on the design and construction of the community. To further support this and
ensure visitors and residents of Mostadam-certified communities are aware of what makes their
community sustainable, projects are rewarded for communicating the sustainability achievements via a
number of innovative means. This category also gives projects a certain degree of freedom to exceed
existing requirements under certain criteria or pursue sustainable ideas that are not currently covered
by the rating system.

Sustainability
Manual

Education and
Innovation

Sustainability
Communication

Innovation

Figure 10 Education and Innovation credits
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EI-01 Sustainability Manual
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To provide information which enables building Owners to coordinate with and support the
sustainability aims of the community.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
1

A Sustainability Manual is produced for the Owners and developers of the
buildings within the community.

1

2

A minimum Mostadam rating of Green is required for each residential and
commercial building within the community under Mostadam for
Residential Buildings or Mostadam for Commercial Buildings.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#
1

2

Evidence per Requirement


Sustainability Manual.



Site plan showing all residential and commercial buildings and their details (typology,
size, estimated completion date).
Master plan contractual documents stating each residential and commercial building
must achieve a Mostadam Green rating. If the contractual documents are not yet
completed, a letter of intent from the community Owner/developer will be accepted for
the design submission only.



Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

2

Evidence per Requirement


Updated Sustainability Manual.



Updated site plan showing all residential and commercial buildings and their details
(typology, size, estimated completion date).
Master plan contractual documents stating each residential and commercial building
must achieve a Mostadam Green rating.
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Supporting Guidance
Sustainability Manual:
The Sustainability Manual should describe the community’s targeted credits and the role of the building
Owners and developers in supporting these community aims and requirements via the design and
construction of their buildings. The Sustainability Manual must contain the sections detailed in Table EI01.1 as a minimum. For each credit category, a list of the targeted credits and a summary of the
compliance method for each one must be included.
Table EI-01.1 Contents of Sustainability Manual

No.

Section

Description



1

Introduction








2

Site
Attributes






3

Community
Connectivity







4

Community
Wellbeing

5

Region and
Culture

Leadership statement from the community’s Owner or developer
confirming the importance of sustainability.
Description of how the community is aligned with the objectives of Saudi
Vision 2030.
Summary of the sustainability features of the community and the positive
impact on resident well-being, asset longevity and the environment.
Details of the community design themes to facilitate continuity and
coordination.
Summary of the role of the building Owners and developers in contributing
to the community’s sustainable design and construction.
Stormwater requirements for building plot infiltration or retention.
Key findings of the Ecological Assessment and relevant strategies from the
Ecological Protection Plan that affect the individual building plots.
Description of landscape design to encourage continuation of landscape
themes.
Site map showing any remediated land areas with documents supporting
historic use.
Details of the sustainable materials purchased during the construction of
the public realm.
Availability of any recycled material for reuse by buildings (e.g. concrete
waste for fill).
Description of any community lighting level standards or design themes.
Site plan showing the location of mosques and grocery stores.
Site plan showing the location of public transport routes and stops.
Site plan showing the location of bicycle parking, vehicle parking, electric
charging and pedestrian and cycling routes to allow for ease of connection.
Details of surface types or design themes for continuity.




Site plan showing the prevailing wind direction and solar orientation and
tracking to inform building design.
Site plan showing all open spaces and activity/recreational areas.
Key aspects of the CPTED Strategy (if available).




Site plan showing the location of the community gathering spaces.
Details of any cultural or regional design features that have been adopted
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6

7

Education
and
Innovation

Energy



Guidance on how buildings can continue any community education for
sustainability items within the building plot.



Energy efficiency commitments of the community and the role of the
building Owners or developers in supporting them.
Information on any district cooling provisions or requirements and
guidance on meeting return temperatures to avoid penalties (if
applicable).
Information from any site renewable energy assessments/studies.





8

Water





9

Management
and
Operations

to facilitate continuity and coordination.
Site plan showing the location of any heritage sites or features.
Information on any locally sourced material types to support similar
sourcing for buildings.




Water efficiency commitments of the community and the role of the
building Owners or developers in supporting them.
Identify any requirements for buildings to provide wastewater for recycling
and reuse within the public realm.
Description and timeline of the public realm systems commissioning to
support building plot coordination.
Information on the community-wide waste strategy to support the
building plots to identify local waste operators or community facilities e.g.
community composting.
Community’s Sustainable Procurement Policy to encourage building plots
to incorporate the aims and benefits.
Description of the Smart Communities concept to encourage buildings to
share suitable data.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Saudi Vision 2030, www.vision2030.gov.sa
2. Greener Living, www.epa.gov/environmental-topics/greener-living
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EI-02 Sustainability Communication
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To communicate the sustainability achievements of the community to the residents and visitors and
encourage their contribution to the operational performance of the community.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

A Sustainability Communication Strategy is developed and implemented
that educates residents and visitors on the sustainability achievements of
the design and construction of the community.
The Sustainability Communication Strategy is implemented using one of
the following methods, or a combination of the two:


2


Continual Communication: Initiatives to boost residents’ and
visitors’ awareness of the sustainability aspects of the community
and encourage their participation in organized campaigns and
activities.
Stationary Communication: Educate residents and visitors on the
sustainable features of the community using prominent and
adequate signage in public spaces.

2

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement


Sustainability Communication Strategy.

Continual Communication:



2




Details of the proposed initiatives and the mechanism for communicating with the
community’s residents and visitors that allows for the effectiveness of the initiatives to
be appraised and adapted based on the needs of the community.
Organization chart of the key personnel responsible for managing and implementing the
initiatives.
Examples and renderings of any promotional materials and other relevant
documentation for the initiatives.
Site plan identifying potential locations within the community where activities associated
with the initiative could be held, along with the programming and the targeted
demographic i.e. families, women and children only or men only.

Stationary Communication:


Site plan highlighting the locations of the signage.
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Examples and renderings of the signage for each sustainability aspect.
Strategy that details the mechanism for updating the signage and the maintenance
requirements in line with MO-03 Maintenance of the Public Realm.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

Updated Sustainability Communication Strategy.

Continual Communication:





2

Updated documentation of proposed initiatives and the mechanism for communicating
with the community’s residents and visitors.
Updated organization chart of the key personnel responsible for managing and
implementing the initiatives.
Date-stamped photographs of installed promotional materials associated with the
initiatives.
As-built site plan identifying the locations within the community where activities
associated with the initiative could be held, along with programming and the targeted
demographic i.e. families, women and children only or men only.

Stationary Communication:




As-built site plan highlighting the locations of the signage.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed signage.
Updated strategy that details the mechanism for updating the signage and the
maintenance requirements in line with MO-03 Maintenance of the Public Realm.

Supporting Guidance
Sustainability Communication Strategy:
The Sustainability Communication Strategy must educate residents and visitors on the sustainability
achievements within the design and construction of the community and the contributions they can
make on the following sustainability aspects:








Ecological value of the site based on the assessment undertaken for SA-03 Ecological
Protection and the approaches residents and visitors can adopt to preserve and protect the
ecological and landscaped features of the site.
Policies on waste and recycling and information on the location of recycling bins and
requirements for sorting the waste (refer to MO-02 Operational Waste Management).
Measures to conserve energy and water in the community and how members of the
community can contribute to additional savings (refer to E-02 External Lighting, E-03 Energy
Efficient Systems, E-05 Renewable Energy, W-02 Water Efficiency and W-04 Water Features
and Pools).
Description of the sustainable materials used in the community and the associated
environmental and social benefits for the community (refer to SA-07 Sustainable Materials).
Alternative modes of transportation accessible to residents and visitors of the community
including the locations of nearby public transport, shuttle service, car-pooling and bicycle
facilities (refer to CC-04 Bicycle Network and CC-05 Public Transportation).
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The Sustainability Communication Strategy is to be developed by the design team and must contain the
following key information as a minimum:




The community’s achievements against the sustainability aspects and how the community will
be educated, including the communication method to be implemented for each aspect.
How the community is to be engaged and how all demographics within the community have
been considered.
How the strategy is to be integrated into the community, including a schedule that also
incorporates any phasing of the master plan.

Continual Communication:
The aim is to keep residents of the community continuously informed about the sustainable initiatives
taking place in the community. Modes for communicating the initiatives can include:




A digital medium such as digital displays, an app or website.
Newsletters or bulletins on the community board/portal.
Sustainability related events or activities organized within the community.

Stationary Communication:
The aim is to provide signage in the community that makes residents and visitors aware of the
sustainable features of the community. Types of signage can include:




Educational signage, plaques or kiosks.
Interpretative signage or displays.
Interactive installations.

The signage should meet the following requirements:






Located in high activity areas, primary gathering areas and public open spaces.
Avoid placement that interferes with pedestrians or cyclists.
Use unified language.
Use a non-reflective matte finish.
Use durable materials that require low maintenance and are non-toxic to people and the
environment.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
N/A
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EI-03 Innovation
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To encourage and recognize innovative sustainability practices, particularly those which promote
durability, flexibility and low maintenance.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Option 1
The requirements of an eligible Mostadam credit are surpassed.
1

Option 2
An innovative design or construction solution is adopted that improves the
durability or flexibility of the public realm or reduces maintenance
requirements.
Total

2

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement
Option 1:


Narrative specifying the selected Mostadam credit and the percentage/numerical
improvement achieved over and above the existing requirements.

Option 2:

1

Innovation report containing:
o Description of the innovation and its purpose/benefits.
o Technical narrative explaining how the innovation is not covered by any other
credit.
o Description of the proposed achievement.
o Methodology of calculation/data collection.
o Relevant design drawings and specifications.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement
Option 1:


1

Updated narrative specifying the selected Mostadam credit and the percentage/
numerical improvement achieved over and above the existing requirements.

Option 2:


Updated innovation report containing:
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o
o
o
o
o

Description of the innovation and its purpose/benefits.
Technical narrative explaining how the innovation is not covered by any other
credit.
Proof of achievement.
Data sheets with calculations/relevant information.
As-built drawings and material/product datasheets.

Supporting Guidance
Option 1:




The numerical/percentage improvement achieved for any eligible Mostadam credit must follow
the incremental sequence provided within the credit.
If a sequence of numerical/percentage increments is not present, a 20% improvement must be
achieved on the percentage or numerical requirement stated in the credit.
The eligible Mostadam credits are detailed in Table EI-03.1.
Table EI-03.1 Eligible credits

Category

Innovation Requirement

Eligible Credits
SA-04 Ecological
Enhancement

A minimum of 96% of newly landscaped species are
classified as native, drought tolerant or saline tolerant.

SA-05 Previously
Developed Land

A minimum of 60% of the site area is on land that has
been previously occupied by industrial, commercial or
domestic buildings or fixed surface infrastructure.

SA-06 Sustainable
Construction

A minimum of 60% of construction waste (by weight or
volume and excluding hazardous waste) is diverted from
landfill.
EITHER At least 60% (by volume) of all aggregates used
within the public realm are recycled aggregates.
OR At least 60% (by surface area) of all hardscape public
realm including roadways) uses modular paving/or
permeable hardscape.

Site Attributes

SA-07 Sustainable
Materials

OR At least 12% (by cost) of all public realm materials
are sourced from one or more of the following:





CC-01 Local Amenities
Community
Connectivity

CC-03 Walkable Public
Realm

Re-used materials (excluding aggregates)
Reclaimed timber
Recycled rubber
Recycled steel

Every building in the development is within a 200m
radius and 280m safe walking distance of a mosque and
a grocery store.
The pedestrian network complies with one of the
following:


A Connectivity Index of 1.7 or greater.
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CC-04 Bicycle
Network

An Intersection Density of at least 65 per km2.

90% of buildings are located within 180m bicycling
distance of the bicycle network that connects directly to
five amenities within 5km.
Each building is located within the following distances of
a bus stop or a metro/commuter rail station. The
minimum day-time service frequency of the bus stop
and the station must be at least 30 minutes.

CC-05 Public
Transportation

Individual dwellings: EITHER 280 meters safe walking
distance of a bus stop OR 560m safe walking distance of
a metro/commuter rail station.
Multi-residential buildings: 280m safe walking distance
of a bus stop OR metro/commuter rail station.
Commercial buildings: 160m safe walking distance of a
bus stop OR metro/commuter rail station.

CW-01 Outdoor
Comfort
Community
Wellbeing

Provide a minimum of 25% shading cover to pedestrian
walkways and bicycle paths on at least one side of the
street, along with shade refuges every 100m.
Provide a minimum of 60% shading cover to:



Playgrounds
Car parks

CW-02 Active
Communities

Provide two recreational facilities within 350m safe
walking distance of at least 90% of residential and
commercial buildings.

CW-03 Provision of
Open Space

Provide outdoor open space(s) within 350m safe
walking distance of at least 90% of residential and
commercial buildings.

RC-01 Community
Gathering Space

All residential units are located within 280m safe
walking distance of at least one community gathering
space.

RC-03 Thriving
Economy

A minimum of 36% of the construction materials (by
cost) used in the public realm of the community
development are sourced from within KSA.

E-02 External Lighting

Self-contained renewable energy systems are utilized on
a minimum of 90% of all exterior public realm lighting.

E-05 Renewable
Energy

Renewable energy provides a minimum of 25% of the
total annual community energy consumption.

Water

W-02 Water Efficiency

The public realm irrigation system reduces potable
water use by a minimum of 80% compared to the
midsummer baseline.

Management
and Operations

MO-02 Operational
Waste Management

A minimum of 36% of public realm operational waste
(by weight or volume) is diverted from landfill.

Region and
Culture

Energy
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Option 2:
The innovative solution must support one or more of the following sustainability aspects:




Low maintenance.
Durable.
Flexible e.g. more easily adaptable for different public realm uses.

Project teams will qualify their innovative solution by providing evidence and a report which conforms
to the following structure:







Measured: SMART criteria for setting the objective: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant,
and Time-bound.
Analyzed: the innovative practice should produce data that can be analyzed for comparison
with an existing baseline so that improvements can be identified.
Reported: the innovative practice should be reported for wider industries and stakeholders to
benefit. Sufficient disclosure of technical information is required without compromising
sensitive commercial information, however Sustainable Building will encourage full disclosure
where possible.
Replicated: the innovative practice can be replicated by other Mostadam projects where
appropriate.
Improved (for future developments): Sustainable Building reserves the right to include any
innovation submitted in future iterations of Mostadam.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
N/A
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Energy
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9

Energy

The goals and objectives of Vision 2030 are effecting rapid change in KSA. In January 2018, electricity
tariffs were increased throughout the region, generating a subsequent increase in the demand for
energy efficiency. To support Vision 2030, Mostadam for Communities sets minimum energy efficiency
requirements and encourages energy sub-metering in the public realm. It also addresses the energy
efficiency of external lighting and other systems including lifts, escalators and pumps, and promotes the
use of district cooling (where feasible) and renewable energy.

Energy
Metering

External
Lighting

Renewable
Energy

Energy

District Cooling

Energy
Efficient
Systems

Figure 11 Energy credits
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E-01 Energy Metering
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To provide the ability to monitor and influence the community-wide energy consumption.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
A metering strategy is created and implemented for the public realm.
Each of the following systems is separately metered (i.e. a minimum of
one meter per system) to monitor the usage of energy by each system:







1

2

District cooling (DC) plant
Infrastructure lighting
Water pumping systems
Waste treatment (on main power connection)
Energy generation systems
Transport systems (trams, electric cars etc.)

1

A minimum of two of the system categories are monitored with
additional sub-meters as per the Supporting Guidance.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

1&
2

Evidence per Requirement




Energy distribution schematic showing the type, extent and location of all meters.
Specification containing the metering requirements.
Guidance document on the community-wide energy metering strategy that will provide
the community’s facility management team with support and understanding of:
o End-use categories and level of installed submetering.
o Remote access abilities.
o Best practices for using metering data to reduce energy consumption.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
2





As-built energy distribution schematic showing the type, extent and location of all
installed meters.
Manufacturer’s product data sheet for the installed meters.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed meters.
Updated guidance document for the installed community-wide energy metering that will
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provide the community’s facility management team with support and understanding of:
o End-use categories and level of installed sub-metering.
o Remote access abilities.
o Best practices for using metering data to reduce energy consumption.
Supporting Guidance
Energy Metering Strategy:
Energy metering will inform the operators about the systems and areas that have higher energy
consumption than expected. The development of an energy metering strategy should start at the
schematic design stage. The metering strategy should consider all sources of energy. Any alternative
sources such as on-site energy generation, liquid fuels, gaseous fuels or waste to energy systems must
be identified and considered in the strategy.
Additional Sub-Metering:
To achieve requirement #2, a minimum of two of the six system categories must be monitored with
additional sub-meters as per Table E-01.1.
Table E-01.1 Energy sub-metering categories

#

System Category

1

District Cooling (DC Plant)

2

Required Sub-Metering



Chillers
Secondary pumps – chilled water
recirculation pumps

Infrastructure Lighting





Major and minor roads
Public pedestrian pathways
Traffic lights and signage

3

Water Pumping Systems



All pumps above 3kW

4

Waste Treatment




Wastewater systems
Waste vacuum collection systems

5

Vertical and Horizontal
Transportation





Travellators
Escalators
Elevators

6

Transport Systems




Trams (each)
Electric car charging station (each)

All meters and sub-meters must:




Have data ports.
Have remote data access capability.
Have provision to be connected to a community-wide data acquisition and management
system which can:
o Store data for at least three years.
o Provide hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and annual energy consumption for each meter.
o Have logging capabilities for comparison of consumption levels to previous data.
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Be systematically labeled as per the end-use.
Installed for ease of access and maintenance.

District Cooling (DC) Plant:
The overall consumption of the DC plant shall be monitored to understand the consumption via the DC
cooling plant for the community and to gain opportunities to improve the efficiency of the system. By
assessing the various sub-components of the DC plant as per the sub-metering requirements, the
system can be fine-tuned by understanding and correcting any system components that may not be
aligned for optimal operation of the DC plant.
Infrastructure Lighting:
All public realm and street lighting of the community shall be monitored, either overall as part of the
Keystone requirement or in more detail as per the additional sub-metering requirement. For each
Lighting Control Cabinet (LCC) or metering cabinet associated with an LCC that is feeding a cluster/zone
of lighting, a meter should be provided to monitor the consumption.
Meter Tagging:
All meters should be appropriately tagged with the following information:




System ID: identification of the system the meter is connected to.
Level of Meter: represents the layer the meter is on.
Meter ID: meter identification number.

Ideally the meter tagging should reflect the following format: [System ID] - [Level of Meter] - [Meter ID].
In the example in Figure E-01.1, the system ID is ‘DC’, the level of meter is ‘01’ and the meter ID is ‘02’.

kWh

Menu

Options

DC-01-02

Figure E-01.1 Meter tagging

Credit Tool
N/A
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Reference Documents
1. NFPA 70 National Electrical Code
2. ISO 50001 Energy Management
3. CIBSE TM39 2009 Building Energy Metering
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E-02 External Lighting
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

3

Aim
To reduce the environmental and economic impacts associated with external lighting of the public
realm.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

A low-energy external lighting system is designed and specified as follows:


1

The minimum lux levels and uniformity requirements are in line with
the applicable IESNA standard.
 Whilst complying with the minimum uniformity values, the lux levels
are not more than 30% greater than the applied design standard.
 All roadway, pedestrian walkway, functional, operational and bicycle
path lighting use high efficiency LEDs with a minimum of 125
lumens/Watt.
 All traffic lights and directional signage lighting use only LED lights.
The following external lighting control strategies are implemented:

1



2

3

All lighting has timers or photocells which will switch off external
lighting during daylit hours.
 All security and car parking lighting is linked to passive infrared (PIR)
sensors to be utilized as PIR-based motion detectors, subject to
confirmation from the project’s Security Specialist and in line with the
project’s specific security requirements.
 External decorative lighting is switched on by timers and during nondaylit hours only.
75% of all exterior public realm lights are self-contained solar lights.
Total

1

1
3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2






Drawings showing all external lighting within the public realm indicating which are LED
lights.
Design lux levels and uniformity values with comparison to the values in the applied
standard.
Specifications for external lighting in compliance with the credit requirements.
Sample product selections for the specified lighting available locally.
Lighting control strategy for all public realm external lighting.
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Drawings showing external lighting sensors and controls.
Specifications for the external lighting sensors and controls.



Drawings showing the location and number of all self-contained solar lighting and
schedule indicating the 75% requirement is met.
Specifications for the self-contained solar lighting.

3


Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1


2





3




As-built drawings showing all external lighting within the public realm indicating which
are LED lights.
Installed lux levels and uniformity values with comparison to the values in the applied
standard.
Purchase orders for the installed lighting and corresponding manufacturer’s data.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed lighting for representative areas within the
public realm.
As-built drawings showing external lighting sensors and controls.
As-built drawings showing the location and number of all self-contained solar lighting and
schedule indicating the 75% requirement is met.
Purchase orders for the self-contained solar lighting and corresponding manufacturer’s
data.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed self-contained solar lighting for
representative areas within the public realm.
O&M Manuals for the self-contained solar lighting including a method statement for
cleaning purposes.

Supporting Guidance
Energy Efficiency for External Lighting:
All the external lighting guides listed in the Reference Documents provide their design parameters in
minimum lux levels and minimum uniformity values. Lux level is the light's intensity in a given space and
is the most important aspect of lighting design. Different standards provide minimum lux levels for
different external environments and communal spaces. If a standard requires that a pathway should
have 50 lux on average, this mean that the average light intensity throughout the whole pathway area
shall be 50 lux or above. Uniformity is another important aspect of lighting design. Uniformity is the
ratio of the minimum lighting level to the average lighting level in a specified area. Uniformity is the
quality parameter for the overall illuminance distribution.
Energy efficiency shall be considered once the above design parameters are in compliance with the
applied referenced standard. Lux levels and uniformity are technically achievable by over-provision of
lighting intensity (i.e. lux levels well above the standard). However, lighting systems which are
overdesigned consume significantly higher amounts of energy. This credit assumes that maximum
intensity levels should be no more than 30% greater than the lux design levels, taking into consideration
a 20% luminaire operational degradation factor.
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Considering the lighting provision is within acceptable limits as described above, the provision of high
efficiency LED lighting with integrated automated controls provides the required energy efficiency
requirements while achieving the functional requirements.
Self-Contained Solar Lighting:
Self-contained solar lights have an integrated solar panel which powers the fixture. 75% of the total
number of external light fixtures in the public realm (excluding building facades) must be self-contained
solar lights in order to meet credit requirement #3. Regarding the use of batteries, all fire and health
and safety recommendations of the suppliers shall be taken into consideration. It is also recommended
that the photovoltaic panels and their balance of systems, e.g. inverters and batteries, are
architecturally pleasant and not visually disruptive.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. IES Technical Memorandum TM-15-11, Luminaire Classification System for Outdoor Luminaires,
IESNA California Lighting Technology Center, 2014
2. Outdoor Lighting: A Guide to Meeting, or Exceeding, California's 2013 Building Energy Efficiency
Standards
3. ANSI/IES RP-8-14 Roadway Lighting
4. AASHTO Lighting Design Guide
5. IES RP-33-14 Lighting for Exterior Environments
6. CIE 115 Lighting of Roads for Motor and Pedestrian Traffic
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E-03 Energy Efficient Systems
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

3

Aim
To reduce the environmental and economic impacts associated with public realm energy systems.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Lifts
All lifts within the public realm (i.e. outside of the building plot boundaries)
have the following energy efficient features:



1

Standby mode for off-peak periods.
LED lighting with a minimum of 125 lumens/Watt, which can
switch off during standby mode.
Variable speed, variable voltage and variable frequency drive
controllers and motors.
Regenerative drive.




1

Escalators
All escalators within the public realm have the following energy efficient
features:


2

Load sensor that detects passenger weight and controls the motor
output via a variable speed drive.
Motion sensor and the capability of operating in standby mode
when passengers are not present.



1

Pumps
3

All pumps for service water in the public realm, including pumps for water
features and swimming pools, include a variable speed drive controller. The
maximum specific pump power is 300 W/l/s.
Total

1

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



Drawings showing the locations of all public realm lifts.
Specifications for lifts including:
o Standby mode features.
o LED lighting with a minimum of 125 lumens/Watt.
o Variable speed, variable-voltage and variable frequency drive controller and motor.
o Regenerative drive.



Drawings showing the location of all public realm escalators.

1

2
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Specifications for escalators including:
o Load sensor and variable speed drive of motor.
o Motion sensor.
o Sequence of operations.




Drawings showing the location of all public realm service water pumps.
Specifications for pumps including:
o Variable speed drives.
o Controls system indicating how the pumps will modulated at various demands.
o Maximum specific pump power of 300 W/L/s.

3

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement




1



2





3





As-built drawings showing the locations of all public realm lifts with reference labels.
List of all public realm lifts (with reference labels) stating the manufacturer and model for
each lift.
Manufacturer’s data for each lift model confirming the presence of:
o Standby mode features.
o LED lighting with a minimum of 125 lumens/Watt.
o Variable speed, variable-voltage and variable frequency drive controller and motor.
o Regenerative drive.
As-built drawings showing the location of all public realm escalators with reference
labels.
List of all public realm escalators (with reference labels) stating the manufacturer and
model for each escalator.
Manufacturer’s data for each escalator model confirming the presence of:
o Load sensor and variable speed drive of motor.
o Motion sensor.
o Sequenced operations.
As-built drawings showing the location of all public realm service water pumps with
reference labels.
List of all public realm service water pumps (with reference labels) stating the
manufacturer and model for each pump.
Manufacturer’s data for each installed pump model confirming the presence of:
o Variable speed drives.
o Maximum specific pump power of 300 W/L/s.
As-built controls schematics and operational description for partial demands.

Supporting Guidance
Lifts:
All lifts within the public realm (i.e. outside of the building plot boundaries) must have the following
energy efficient features:


Standby Mode: the capability of operating in standby mode during off-peak periods. Displays,
lighting and ventilation fans within the lift turn off when the lift is idle. This can lead to
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significant energy savings as lifts in the public realm may often be idle, particularly during the
night-time.
LED Lighting: all lighting is LED, with a minimum of 125 lamp lumens/circuit Watt, and can
switch off during standby mode.
Variable Frequency Drives: an adjustable drive is used to control the motor speed (torque) by
changing frequency and voltage. A VFD allows the lift to only use the power it requires, based
on the motor speed.
Regenerative Drives: recycle energy using a regenerative drive rather than wasting it as heat.
When a lift car with a light load goes up, or a lift car with a heavy load goes down, the system
generates more power than it needs (Figure E-03.1). This electrical power can be fed back into
the building’s internal electrical grid where it can be used by other loads.

Energy
Consumption

Energy
Generation

Heavily Loaded
Lift Car

Lightly Loaded
Lift Car

Lightly Loaded
Lift Car

Heavily Loaded
Lift Car

Figure E-03.1 Lift regeneration drives

Escalators:
All escalators within the public realm (i.e. outside of the building plot boundaries) must have the
following energy efficient features:


Load Sensors: load sensors detect passenger weight and control the motor output via a
variable speed drive. Escalators with load sensing devices are able to detect passengers on the
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escalator and adjust the output of the motor accordingly. A VFD controls the speed of the
escalator and is able to reduce the consumption of energy at lower speeds.
Motion Sensors: motion sensors detect when an escalator is not occupied and the escalator is
halted. This can lead to significant energy savings since escalators in the public realm may often
be idle, particularly during the night-time.
Pumps:
All pumps within the public realm (i.e. outside of the building plot boundaries) must have the following
efficiency features:




Variable Speed Drive: a variable speed drive and controller modulates the flow rate based on
the actual water distribution demand. This provides more efficient flow control through varying
the pump motor speed.
Maximum Pump Power: a maximum specific pump power of 300 W/l/s.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1.
2.
3.
4.

ISO FDIS 25745-1 Energy Performance of Lifts, Escalators and Moving Walks
CIBSE Guide D Transportation Systems in Buildings 4th Edition, 2015
ASME: Energy Efficient Elevator Technologies
ASHRAE 90.1-2016 Appendix G
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E-04 District Cooling
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

4

Aim
To reduce energy consumption in the community through the use of high-efficiency district cooling
systems.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Feasibility Assessment
A Technical and Financial Feasibility Assessment is undertaken to
determine the appropriateness of district cooling for the community and
includes the following:

1


Density verification calculation to demonstrate that the
development is sufficiently high density with a Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) > 4.0.
Life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA), using a whole building energy
model simulation, comparing the proposed district cooling system
with VRF systems with a Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) of
3.40 (kWh/kWh).

1

District Cooling Efficiency
2

If it is determined that district cooling is feasible as per requirement #1, an
efficient district cooling system is designed and constructed for the
community. The number of points awarded is dependent on the SEER
achieved.
Total

3

4

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


Feasibility Assessment containing the following:
o Density verification narrative and calculations demonstrating that the Floor Area
Ratio is above the threshold value.
o LCCA report containing the analysis, assumptions and calculations. The cost of the
district cooling shall include chillers, pumps, cooling towers, chilled water
distribution networks, district cooling housing and connection to the power grid.
The LCCA must provide a comparison between source energy and running costs.




Drawings and schematics of the district cooling system.
Extracts from specifications or technical data sheets indicating the performance values
for each component of the district cooling system at various environmental and
operational parameters.

1

2
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Predictions of the monthly cooling demand for new and existing buildings that can
technically and financially be connected to the DC system:
o For new buildings: output report indicating the monthly cooling demand on an
hourly basis (from a dynamic thermal whole-building energy model) and the
modeling file.
o For existing buildings: confirmation of the technical and financial feasibility of
connecting the building(s) to the district cooling system. From the building energy
management system (BEMS) or chillers readings, the monthly cooling demand for at
least one year.
Calculations demonstrating the SEER (in kWh/kWh) achieved based on the energy
modeling results.
Metering strategy and connection parameters of chilled water flow and return
temperatures for all plots.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement


No evidence required at the construction stage.




As-built drawings and schematics of the district cooling system.
Manufacturer’s technical data sheets confirming the performance values for each
installed component of the district cooling system.
Updated output report from the whole-building energy model and updated modeling
file.
Commissioning Report by an independent authority verifying the system’s partial
operational efficiencies.
Updated calculations demonstrating the SEER achieved based on the energy modeling
results.
Metering schedules for each plot and as-built chilled water flow and return operational
parameters.


2





Supporting Guidance
This credit aims to reduce the energy consumption which is required for cooling demand. In KSA,
research4 indicates that more than 70% of KSA’s electricity is consumed for air conditioning and cooling.
This significantly high number indicates that further actions must be investigated on how to reduce the
energy consumption for cooling at a national level. The provision of cooling by a district plant is not
currently the norm in KSA, however, the benefits to overall energy reduction must be considered under
the sustainability agenda, particularly when the percentage of the national power generation utilized
for cooling is so high.

4

Ayhan Demirbas, Ayman A. Hashem & Ahmed A. Bakhsh (March 2017), The Cost Analysis of Electric Power
Generation in Saudi Arabia, Energy Sources, Part B: Economics, Planning, and Policy Volume 12, 2017 - Issue
6: Research by Faculty of Engineering, Department of Industrial Engineering, King Abdulaziz University,
Jeddah
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The overall energy efficiency of a typical air-cooled system has its limitations based on the law of
physics related to refrigeration cycles. Water-cooled air conditioning systems have a much higher
annual energy efficiency and are more appropriate for use when the cooling demand is in 100s of kW. It
is therefore important that a technical and financial feasibility study is undertaken to assess if it is
feasible to increase the seasonal energy efficiency of the cooling provision at the community level. In
many cases, the development will not have a high-density cooling demand to prove that a district
cooling plant and distribution is financially efficient. In some other cases, the water-cooled air
conditioning system that is installed for a large office development, which has a data centre, can be
extended to the nearby buildings which have high cooling demand, with additional benefits for the
wider community.
The important aspect of the feasibility study is to provide a potential feasible solution under which both
the overall SEER is high and the running costs for the end users are lower than those when air-cooled
air conditioning units are used.
One of the reasons that a district cooling plant may be expensive to build and operate is the length of
the chilled water distribution. When the chilled water distribution is long, the initial costs are high and
the operational costs for pumping the water around the system are high too. The pipe distribution is
minimized when the cooling demand is centralized in specific locations with a high cooling demand.
Buildings with more than 4-storeys are considered to have high demand for the assessment of this
credit.
Feasibility Assessment:
Floor Area Ratio
This credit is only applicable to high-density developments with a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) > 4.0. The floor
area ratio (FAR) is the ratio of the total gross floor area of all buildings within the community to the site
area of all the development plots within the community:

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (𝐹𝐴𝑅) =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝐺𝐹𝐴) 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 (𝑚2)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑠 (𝑚2)

The “total site area of all developments plots” is defined as the area which has been assigned for
buildings (the orange areas in Figure E-04.1) and may include:







Residential
Mosques
Hospitality
Healthcare
Commercial
Other occupied buildings with cooling provision

The “total site area of all developments plots” does not include:




Streets
Common areas
Pathways
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Parks
External sports areas (the red area in Figure E-04.1)
Areas for community plant (the purple area in Figure E-04.1) such as district cooling plants
Parking areas and plantrooms within buildings
Building plots
Community plant
Sports area

Figure E-04.1 Example site plan

As a rule of thumb, district cooling plants with more than 750m chilled water distribution radius may
require a significant investment in chilled water recirculation pipes and recirculation secondary pumps.
District cooling plants therefore need to be positioned strategically within a community. Subject to the
size of the community, more than one district cooling plant may be financially feasible.
Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
The life-cycle cost analysis should be based on a time period of 20 years and must include the following:






First Cost
The first capital cost of the district cooling system, inclusive of but not limited to chillers,
cooling towers, building enclosures for DC plant, piping, heat exchangers, pumps and terminal
equipment. The first cost of the VRF systems is inclusive of outdoor units, indoor units and
refrigerant piping. It is important that the first cost is minimized. Consider the scenario when a
community development has only villas: the chilled water distribution costs in comparison to
‘annual cooling to be provided’ will be significantly higher than the situation where the district
cooling plant is connected to residential towers.
Annual Maintenance Cost
The annual maintenance cost for each system component must be determined by an
experienced Facility Manager. The annual maintenance cost must be determined for both the
district cooling system and VRF systems.
Annual Energy Cost
o For new buildings: the annual energy cost must be determined using a dynamic wholebuilding energy modelling software. Typical buildings for different typologies, based on
ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Appendix G and ASHRAE 90.2-2007 Section 8 as appropriate, should
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be developed in the software to represent the estimated total building gross floor
area. Assumptions for interior lighting, building envelope U-values, equipment gains
and people gains should be based on ASHRAE 90.1-2013 – Climate Zone 0 for each
building area type. The assumptions should be the same for the district cooling
scenario and VRF scenario with an SEER = 3.4 kWh/kWh. Fresh air should be based on
ASHRAE 62.1-2013.
o For existing buildings: information on the cooling demand and the cooling systems’
energy consumption can be taken from the BEMS or chillers readings. The data must
be in a monthly format and separately identify the cooling demand and the power
consumption of the cooling systems. In this situation, the annual energy costs shall be
as per the existing running costs of the installed cooling systems.
Discount Rate
This is the rate used to calculate the worth of future cash flows. The higher the discount rate,
the lower the value of future savings. The rate that should be used in the LCC analysis is 2.5%.

The LCCA report must indicate all assumptions, calculations and values used and include the energy
modelling results for each system.
District Cooling Efficiency:
The Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) (kWh/kWh) is the ratio of the amount of cooling provided
by a system over the course of a year to the amount of energy it consumes. For a district cooling
system, the SEER is calculated as follows:

𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑅(𝑘𝑊ℎ/𝐾𝑊ℎ) =

𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝐶 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)
𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝐶 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)

The amount of energy consumed by the DC system includes the energy consumed by the chiller
compressors, cooling tower fans, primary pumps and secondary pumps and must take account of the
heat exchanger losses and distribution losses. The cooling demand to be considered for the calculation
of the SEER can be determined from the whole-building energy simulation results or the annual
measurement data for existing buildings.
For the calculation of the SEER, the following shall be considered:




The chiller performance varies subject to its cooling demand and the external environmental
conditions. Most of the large chiller suppliers provide tables of power input, or efficiency,
based on the cooling demand against the total cooling production capacity of the chiller and
the input temperature to the chiller of the condenser liquid. The calculations for the power
consumption of the chillers must at least consider, for each month of the year, a typical day on
an hourly basis by examining the cooling demand and the external environmental conditions.
Primary and secondary pumps may work on a constant mode or may be variable. Variable
pumping, especially of the secondary pumps, can provide a significant reduction in the annual
power consumption of the whole district cooling plant. The consultant who undertakes the
analysis must evaluate the reduction of energy consumption based on actual suppliers’
datasheets. For example, during a mid-season day, the cooling demand may peak at midday
but during the late evening hours the cooling demand may be reduced to less than half of the
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day’s peak demand. Therefore, the energy consumed by the pumps at this point could be only
25% to 30% of the energy consumed by the pumps during the peak day demand.
For cooling towers, the option for variable fans can provide some benefits on improving the
overall SEER.
Distribution losses from the chilled water recirculation can be assumed to be 5% of the total
annual cooling demand load, or otherwise as per detailed calculations taking into consideration
the pipework insulation, typical soil temperature over the pipe distribution length and average
chilled water recirculation temperatures.
For VRF systems, the assumed SEER is 3.4 kWh/kWh.

The number of points awarded under requirement #2 is dependent on the SEER of the district cooling
plant as per Table E-04.1.
Table E-04.1 Points achieved for SEER

Seasonal Energy
Efficiency Ratio (SEER)

Points Achieved

4 ≤ SEER < 4.4

1

4.4 ≤ SEER < 4.8

2

SEER ≥ 4.8

3

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. American Planning Association, https://www.planning.org/pas/reports/report111.htm
2. ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings, Appendix
G
3. ASHRAE 90.2-2007 Energy Efficient Design of Low-Rise Residential Buildings, Section 8
4. ASHRAE 62.1-2013 Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality
5. Life Cycle Cost Analysis Guidelines 2018,
http://www.dps.state.ia.us/fm/building/energy/PDF/LifeCycleCostAnalysis.pdf
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E-05 Renewable Energy
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

4

Aim
To encourage the use of clean renewable energy, thus reducing reliance on fossil fuel energy and
reducing the impact on the environment due to its associated carbon emissions.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

Renewable energy is generated onsite and provides a percentage of the
total annual public realm energy demand. The number of points awarded is
dependent on the percentage of energy generated by the renewable
energy system(s). The renewable energy generated can either be used onsite or exported to the grid.

4

Total

4

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1





Renewable Energy Report.
Drawings indicating the location of all equipment pertaining to the renewable energy
system.
Design drawings and schematics of the renewable energy system.
Specification of the renewable energy system.
If the renewable energy generated is to be used on-site, a narrative describing the
planned end use(s) of the energy.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1






Updated Renewable Energy Report.
As-built drawings indicating the location of all equipment pertaining to the renewable
energy system.
As-built drawings of the installed renewable energy system.
Purchase orders and manufacturer’s technical datasheets for the renewable energy
system.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed renewable energy system.
O&M Manual for the installed renewable energy system.
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Supporting Guidance
Applicable Renewable Energy Systems:
Renewable energy is energy that occurs naturally or continuously in the environment. Renewable
energy sources provide clean energy as they are non-polluting and are a non-contributor to greenhouse
effects, global warming and extreme weather events. KSA is a large country with various natural
resources:








Solar: due to the large amounts of solar energy distributed naturally to KSA, solar power and
thermal technologies, such as photovoltaic panels and solar thermal panels, are prominent
technologies that should be assessed for every project.
Wind: power generating technologies using wind energy can also be applicable at community
level, subject to the annual wind profile, the location and the surrounding topography.
Water (wadis): KSA has numerous wadis which are riverbeds that are either permanently or
intermittently dry. If a community is near a wadi with a significant flow of water for most
months annually, micro-hydro power production may be viable subject to compliance with
applicable environmental laws.
Water (sea): although the wave energy potential around KSA’s coastline is low, future
technologies using wave energy may be possible at a micro-generator level.
Other: this credit includes any other renewable energy technology that can be implemented at
a community level. For example, thermal extraction cooling or heating from the ground can be
used for tempering water for swimming pools.

Energy Reduction Assessment:
The scoring of this credit is based on the annual energy consumption reduction of the public realm only.
The energy consumption within the individual plots is evaluated by other Mostadam systems
(Mostadam for Residential Buildings, Mostadam for Commercial Buildings).
The public realm annual energy consumption can vary subject to the usage patterns of the common
areas throughout the year. During the design stage, the total peak power consumption loads (after
applying electrical diversity factors) can be determined by the Electrical Engineer or Infrastructure
Engineer and the corresponding baseline energy consumption of the public realm can be calculated.
The baseline energy consumption is identified as the minimum continuous energy demand of the public
realm from all combined services. The baseline energy consumption is a good indicator for considering
the maximum allowable expected peak production of the renewable energy systems to be designed
without batteries. If renewable energy generation is predicted to be significantly above the baseline
energy demand, the renewable energy designer should assess the use of batteries or other forms of
energy storage for the times when the renewable energy produced is well above the power grid.
The projected energy consumption of any renewable energy system can be calculated by the
Renewable Energy Specialist with the support of the renewable system supplier. To determine the
number of points achieved, the amount of energy generated annually (kWh) is divided by the annual
energy consumption of the community (kWh) as follows:

% 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 =

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚(𝑘𝑊ℎ)
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)
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The number of credit points awarded for the renewable energy generated is as per Table E-05.1.
Table E-05.1 Points awarded for percentage of renewable energy production

Percentage
Production

Points Achieved

5%

1

10%

2

15%

3

20%

4

A simple spreadsheet approach may be used taking into consideration the power consumption of each
system and the number of hours these systems will be operational during the year. For example, if
street lighting with 5kW of installed luminaires is required to be operational from 18.00 to 6.00 on
average for each of the 365 days of a year, then the annual energy consumption of this system will be:
5 (𝑘𝑊) 𝑥 12 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠) 𝑥 365 (𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠) = 21,900 𝑘𝑊ℎ

Assuming that an installation of 7m2 of photovoltaic panels is rated at 1 kWp and produces 1,700 kWh
of energy, the percentage production is:
1,700 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)
𝑥 100% = 7.76%
21,900 (𝑘𝑊ℎ)

This would result in the project achieving 1 credit point. As the streetlights operate during the night and
the solar power is generated during the day, the photovoltaic panels system requires batteries to store
the energy or use the Saudi Electricity Company's National Grid as intermittent storage. All on-site
electricity generation systems must comply with the Electricity and Cogeneration Regulatory Authority
(ECRA) regulations, including the Small-Scale Solar PV Systems Regulations version 1 (2017).
Renewable Energy Report:
The Renewable Energy Report should include the following:





An assessment of the surrounding area and climatic/weather data to confirm that the selected
renewable energy system is feasible and appropriate for the project’s location.
Estimated payback period of the system with supporting calculations.
Any potential issues such as noise or visual issues and the proposed mitigation.
Specific details for the selected renewable energy system as per the lists below.

Solar Photovoltaic (PV) System





Solar irradiation availability per month and annually.
Azimuth and inclination of the PV panels.
Size of the PV panels.
Type of the PV panels.
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Number of PV panels.
Efficiencies of all the system components.
Shading study documenting the impacts of permanent and seasonal shading on the proposed
location of the solar array.
Consideration of the shading factors due to dust accumulation.
Calculations and/or simulations confirming the estimated annual energy consumption of the
public realm and the estimated annual energy generation of the PV panels.
Assessment of a grid connection system or an independent system with energy storage i.e.
batteries.
Cost of installation taking under consideration additional works (e.g. foundations, access roads,
connection to the national grid etc.).
Any potential loans or subsidies that may be available from international markets.
Financial life cycle cost analysis for the life expectancy of the panels (usually 20 years) taking
into consideration the energy source cost per kWh. The cost per kWh from generators is
expected to be higher than the price of kWh from the National Grid.

Wind Turbine System

















Wind speed availability per month and annually.
Rotor diameter.
Nominal power.
Nominal wind speed.
Start wind speed.
Stop wind speed.
Maximum wind speed allowed.
Power consumption at nominal wind speed.
Power consumption at maximum wind speed.
Overall system efficiency.
Noise generation and nominal and maximum wind speed.
Calculations and/or simulations confirming the estimated annual energy consumption of the
public realm and the estimated annual energy generation of the wind turbines.
Assessment of a grid connection system or an independent system with energy storage i.e.
batteries.
Cost of installation taking under consideration additional works (e.g. foundations, access roads,
connection to the national grid etc.).
Any potential loans or subsidies that may be available from international markets.
Financial life cycle cost analysis for the life expectancy of the panels (usually 20 years) taking
under consideration the energy source cost per kWh. The cost per kWh from generators is
expected to be higher than the price of kWh of the National Grid.

Wind turbines are usually rated for peak generation at speeds of 9m/s to 12m/s, which generally will
not be available for most of the year within a typical community. However, the modelling analysis by
the expert or supplier can calculate the actual generation throughout the year. For wind turbine
calculations, the following shall be included and considered as part of the analysis:


Turbulence shadowing from surrounding buildings.
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Wind velocity at actual location and height of the rotor against location of the meteorological
station.
Vertical distribution profile taking consideration the wind boundary layer.
Power consumption losses from breaking mechanisms and optimization devices.
Noise generation in relation to noise limitations of the surrounding properties.

Other Renewable Energy System











Natural energy resource availability per month and annually (e.g. ground temperatures at
various depths, wave power potential based on wave heights, wadi mean water flow velocity
etc.).
Size of the renewable energy generation system.
Rated efficiency of all the components of the renewable energy generation system.
Actual annual energy efficiency of components and the systems under various annual power
loading conditions.
Calculations and/or simulations confirming the estimated annual energy consumption of the
public realm and the estimated annual energy generation of the renewable energy system.
Assessment of a grid connection system or an independent system with energy storage; i.e.
batteries.
Cost of installation taking under consideration additional works (e.g. foundations, access roads,
connection to the national grid etc.).
Any potential loans or subsidies that may be available from international markets.
Financial life cycle cost analysis for the life expectancy of the panels (i.e. usually 20 years)
taking under consideration the energy source cost per kWh. The cost per kWh from generators
is expected to be higher than the price of kWh of the National Grid.

Renewable Energy Specialist:
The Renewable Energy Specialist shall have as a minimum a BEng degree in Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering or Renewable Energy systems. The Renewable Energy Specialist must have at
least 5 years of post-graduate experience and must have completed at least one project in KSA or three
projects in the GCC from design and construction through to commissioning and operation. The
Renewable Energy Specialist can be part of a specialist supplier’s technical team who have developed
previously relevant renewable energy projects in KSA.
Simulation Software:
The renewable energy systems must be designed using approved simulation software, which provide
more accurate calculations and result in a better system design. In the market, there are many software
which can evaluate the energy production of various systems. SAM and RETScreen have been
developed by the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory and by Natural Resources Canada. Both
tools can simulate multiple renewable energy sources. Regarding the use of technology-specific tools,
any tool can be used provided it is third-party verified.
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Maintenance:
The operation and maintenance (O&M) manuals for any renewable energy system installed must
include the methods for servicing and cleaning the systems and how to protect the equipment from
extreme conditions such as dust and humidity with high salinity.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1.
2.
3.
4.

SASO IEC 62817:2018 Photovoltaic Systems
KACST PV Solar Reliability Laboratory
ECRA: Small-Scale Solar PV Systems Regulations, 2017
Wineur (2007), Guidelines for Small Wind Turbines in the Built Environment, Wind Energy
Integration in the Urban Environment, Supported by Intelligent Energy Europe
5. British Standards (2014), BS 8233:2014 - Guidance on Sound Insulation and Noise Reduction for
Buildings
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10 Water
The demand for water in KSA has increased exponentially due to growths in population, urbanization
and agriculture. More specifically, the increase in per capita water consumption now “poses a threat to
the traditional water share” 5 in the country, which is already impeded by climate change stresses such
as droughts and seawater intrusion in coastal aquifers due to increased depletion.
As a result, Vision 2030 promotes the optimal use of water resources and Mostadam for Communities
supports this by rewarding projects that monitor their outdoor water use and achieve minimum levels
of water efficiency. Mostadam also rewards projects that reduce the consumption of potable water,
utilize treated water and address the management of water features and public pools.

Water
Metering

Water
Features and
Pools

Water

Water
Efficiency

Recycled
Water

Figure 12 Water credits

5

The State of the Environment, 2017: Responsibilities and Achievements. The General Authority of
Meteorology and Environmental Protection (GAMEP). Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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W-01 Water Metering
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To provide the ability to monitor and influence community-wide water consumption.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
A metering strategy is created and implemented for the public realm. Each
of the following systems is separately metered (i.e. a minimum of one
meter per system) to monitor the usage of water by each system:



1



2

Irrigation systems
District cooling (DC) plant (total water consumed by the plant cooling tower refill, water blowdown etc.)
Swimming pools and water features
Wastewater recycling systems

1

A minimum of two of the systems categories are monitored with additional
sub-meters as per the Supporting Guidance.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

1&
2

Evidence per Requirement




Drawings showing the type, extent and location of all water meters.
Specifications containing the metering requirements.
Guidance document on the community-wide water metering system that will provide the
community’s facility management team with support and understanding of:
o End-use categories and level of installed sub-metering.
o Remote access abilities.
o Best practices for using metering data to reduce water consumption.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

1&
2

Evidence per Requirement





As-built drawings showing the type, extent and location of all water meters.
Manufacturer’s product data sheet for the installed meters.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed meters.
Updated guidance document for the installed community-wide water metering system
that will provide the community’s facility management team with support and
understanding of:
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o
o
o

End-use categories and level of installed sub-metering.
Remote access abilities.
Best practices for using metering data to reduce water consumption.

Supporting Guidance
Water Metering Strategy:
Water metering will inform the operators about the systems and areas that have higher water
consumption than expected. The development of a water metering strategy should start at the
schematic design stage. The metering strategy should consider all water sources. Any alternative
sources such as recycled wastewater must be identified and considered in the strategy.
Additional Sub-Metering:
To achieve requirement #2, a minimum of two of the six system categories must be monitored with
additional sub-meters as per Table W-01.1.
Table W-01.1 Water sub-metering categories

#

System Category1

1

Irrigation Systems



Each irrigation zone2

2

District Cooling Plants



Cooling towers

3

Swimming Pools and Water Features




Swimming pools
Water features3

4

Wastewater Recycling Systems




Recycled water used for irrigation
Recycled water used for water features

Required Sub-Metering

1

If a community has only one of the system categories present, credit requirement #2 is considered achieved
if that system is sub-metered as per Table W-01.1.
2

Irrigation zones are areas of irrigation that are operated and monitored separately due to their location
within the community and/or the differing water use requirements of the landscaped areas.
3 Water

features include fountains, pools (those that are architectural and not for swimming), artificial ponds,
streams, cascades etc. They do not include elements that are part of a swimming pool design (e.g. waterfalls
into swimming pools, fountains in children’s pools etc.).

All meters and sub-meters must:








Have data ports.
Have a pulsed output.
Have remote data accessibility.
Have provision to be connected to a community-wide data acquisition and management
system which can:
o Store data for at least three years.
o Provide hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and annual energy consumption for each meter.
o Have logging capabilities for comparison of consumption levels to previous data.
Be systematically labeled as per the end-use.
Installed for ease of access and maintenance.
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Meter Tagging:
All meters should be appropriately tagged with the following information:




System ID: identification of the system the meter is connected to
Level of Meter: represents the layer the meter is on
Meter ID: meter identification number

Ideally the meter tagging should reflect the following format: [System ID] - [Level of Meter] - [Meter ID].
In the example in Figure W-01.1, the system ID is ‘IS’, the level of meter is ‘01’ and the meter ID is ‘02’.

L
Calibrate

Display

IS-01-02
Figure W-01.1 Meter tagging

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
N/A
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W-02 Water Efficiency
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

7

Aim
To reduce water consumption in the community’s public realm and reduce the load on wastewater
systems.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirements #1 and #2 (2 credit points).
1

The public realm irrigation system is controlled by smart controllers and/or
soil moisture sensors.

1

2

The public realm irrigation system is designed and installed to reduce
potable water use by 30% compared to the midsummer baseline.

1

3

The public realm irrigation system is designed and installed to further
reduce potable water use compared to the midsummer baseline. The
number of points awarded is dependent on the percentage improvement
over the baseline.

4

4

No sprinklers are used within the public realm and all irrigation is provided
by drip irrigation (excluding turfed sports areas).

1

Total

7

Design Stage Evidence
#

1,
2, 3
&4

Evidence per Requirement





Water Tool.
Irrigation plan for the public realm showing the planted areas, the irrigation zones and
their water requirements, and the locations of the smart controllers and/or soil moisture
sensors.
Specifications for the irrigation system including the requirement for smart controllers
and/or soil moisture sensors.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1,
2, 3
&4

Evidence per Requirement





Water Tool.
As-built irrigation plan for the public realm showing the planted areas, the irrigation zones
and their water requirements, and the locations of the smart controllers and/or soil
moisture sensors.
Manufacturers’ data for the irrigation system including the smart controllers and/or soil
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moisture sensors.
Date-stamped photographs of the installed irrigation system.

Supporting Guidance
The number of points achieved for requirement #3 is dependent on the level of reduction of public
realm water use compared to the midsummer baseline (Table W-02.1).
Table W-02.1 Points available for percentage reduction achieved









Percentage Reduction

Points Achieved

30%

1

40%

2

50%

3

60%

4

70%

5

The Water Tool must be filled in with details of the landscaping and the irrigation types. The Water
Tool will calculate the percentage improvement over the baseline and determine the resulting
number of points achieved.
The use of recycled water for irrigation is addressed in W-03 Recycled Water and is included in the
Water Tool. The use of recycled water can contribute to the percentage improvement over the
baseline.
All irrigation systems must be planned and installed by a certified professional who is accredited by
a WaterSense labeled program or an equivalent national or international program.
Irrigation zones must be planned by grouping plants of similar water use together.
The use of native and drought tolerant plant species is addressed in credit SA-04 Ecological
Enhancement.

Credit Tool
Water Tool
Reference Documents
1. Guide to Plants Irrigation in Afforestation Projects within Cities, Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs (MOMRA)
2. WaterSense Irrigation Program, https://www.epa.gov/watersense
3. WaterSense Water Efficiency Management Guide - Landscaping and Irrigation
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W-03 Recycled Water
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

3

Aim
To reduce the use of potable water by encouraging communities to treat and reuse water onsite for
irrigation and water features.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Offsite Treatment
100% of public realm irrigation and water features are supplied with
recycled water from offsite treatment sources.
1

OR

3

Onsite Treatment
100% of public realm irrigation and water features are supplied with
recycled blackwater from onsite treatment sources.
Total

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement
Offsite Treatment:



1




Water balance calculations estimating the amount of wastewater generated by the
community and the public realm demand.
Written confirmation of supply volumes from offsite treated water sources, including
confirmation that the TSE supplied will provide the required volumes and potable water
will not regularly be required.
Technical drawings of the distribution of treated water.
Developer or authority approvals for the expected connections for TSE.

Onsite Treatment:




Water balance calculations estimating the amount of wastewater generated by the
community and the public realm demand.
Technical drawings of the collection, treatment and distribution of treated water.
Technical specifications of the water treatment system.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement
Offsite Treatment:


Updated water balance calculations.
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Updated written confirmation of supply volumes from offsite treated water sources.
As-built technical drawings of the distribution of treated water.
Developer or authority approvals for the TSE connections.

Onsite Treatment:






Updated water balance calculations.
As-built technical drawings of the collection, treatment and distribution of treated water.
Purchase order for water treatment system.
Date-stamped photographs of the water treatment system.
Odor complaint procedure with treatment plan documentation.

Supporting Guidance
Water Balance Calculations:
The design and calculations for the water recycling systems are to be undertaken by a specialist
consultant. The amount of recycled blackwater, or Treated Sewage Effluent (TSE), generated should be
entered in the Water Tool. The Water Tool will incorporate this data into the calculation of the
percentage reduction in water consumption for W-02 Water Efficiency.
A potable water connection may be included for scheduled maintenance of the system. However, for
both offsite and onsite water sources, the irrigation system and water features should not need regular
potable water.
The landscaping and water features demand should not exceed the TSE generation figure. As such, sites
which use offsite TSE cannot consume more than the calculated onsite generation of recycled water.
Excess onsite TSE can be offered to non-public realm irrigation needs inside or outside the community
or used for ground water recharge prior to release within municipality networks.
Water Quality:
Irrigation water must meet the Ministry of Environment, Water and Agriculture (MEWA) standards at
the point of use (Table W-03.1).
Table W-03.1 Irrigation water standards

Standard for Unrestricted
Access Areas

Standard for Restricted
Access Areas

Non-offensive

Non-offensive

6–9

6–9

0.5 – 2.0

0.5 – 2.0

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) (mg/L)

Less than 10

Less than 40

BOD (mg/L)

Less than 5

Less than 40

Item
Odor
pH
Total Residual Chlorine (mg/L)

“Unrestricted areas” refers to public parks, children’s playgrounds, edible plants and public access
areas. “Restricted areas” refers to areas which are not accessible to the public such as isolated
landscaping that is restricted by location within the road network or restricted by barriers and signs.
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Turf areas which expect regular dermal contact are not required to use TSE water for above ground
spray. This includes turf areas within children’s playgrounds and sports pitches. General turf areas using
TSE may use spray irrigation but should avoid spray heights 1m above walking level and should
prioritize nighttime irrigation. Properly treated TSE will have no odor (a system should be in place for
reporting odor quality).
Distribution Labelling:
TSE piping should be clearly identified and color-coded to avoid confusion with potable water piping.
The irrigation network should be designed to gently drip feed for plant use and ground infiltration
rather than delivery by spray to avoid aerosol or splashing. Water features should be designed to avoid
human contact. Water features which have limited spray and splash should be prioritized. Additional
treatment of water for sensitive areas such as playgrounds may be considered.
Offsite Treatment:
If the community is located within an area which supplies TSE for the use of landscaping and water
features, it may be more appropriate to use the existing infrastructure. The community is responsible
for ensuring that the water is of the required quality prior to designing the system in order to confirm if
additional onsite treatment is required.
Onsite Treatment:
If no offsite treated water is available, onsite water treatment should be considered to retain and reuse
water onsite. Any cost study of the treatment should take account of the savings from avoiding sewage
connection fees and the cost of public realm water use. The location of sensitive receptors, wind
direction and treatment technology should be taken into account when designing the plant type and
location. Excess blackwater volumes should be estimated in order to select the most appropriate
destination such as district cooling, local agriculture, ground water recharge etc. Ground water recharge
in places with high water tables, such as Riyadh, may need investigation for suitability.
Odor management is crucial to the successful operation of water treatment plants for the wellbeing of
facility staff, residents and visitors. Treatment design should aim for a minimum of 5 Odor Units
(OU)/m3 at the treatment site boundary.
Credit Tool
Water Tool
Reference Documents
1. Rules of Implementations for the Regulations of Treated Sanitary Wastewater and its Reuse,
Ministry of Water and Electricity (MOWE)
2. SAES-A-104 Wastewater Treatment, Reuse and Disposal, Engineering Standard, Saudi Aramco
3. US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems Manuals
4. Public Utilities Board (PUB) Singapore Technical Guide for Greywater Recycling System
5. United Utilities UK, Odour Control and Removal Asset Standard, 2015
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W-04 Water Features and Pools
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To reduce water consumption by minimizing evaporative loss and leakage from pools and water
features.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Water Reduction
Swimming Pools:




1

All pools have retractable covers to be used outside public hours.
These are able to cover the entire pool to minimize evaporation
losses.
Evaporation is further minimized by providing wind breaks at the
surrounding pool area.
An automated pool monitoring system is provided for chemicals
testing and water replacement.

Water Features:





1

The designs of all water features minimize water spray and make
use of the natural flow of the water.
All water features have a timer or programming controls to be
operational when required for entertainment purposes. Water
features are able to turn off during the night-time or other times
when residents and visitors are not present.
All fountains and other water features recirculate the water, or the
water is recycled wastewater that has been treated to high quality
standards (refer to W-03 Recycled Water).

Water Leakages & Spillages
Swimming Pools:


2





Dual-metering is used to assess if there are leakages from the
pipes connecting the water mains with the pool.
The pool surroundings are designed, and the pool water level
defined, to not have spills of water outside of the pool area.
Splashed-out pool water is channeled into general landscaping
cleaning and chlorine tolerant plants, or for other cleaning
purposes, instead of being directed to the drains.
Backwash is eliminated by design or a management regime is
imposed whereby water filters must be kept clean to reduce the
need for backwashing.

1
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Water Features:





Dual-metering is used to assess if there are leakages from the
pipes connecting the water mains with fountains and other water
features.
Water levels are at least 20cm below the water withholding walls
to eliminate spillages.
Water features are designed to prevent spillage by human
activities.
Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1











2



Site plan showing all external swimming pools and water features.
Specifications for the retractable swimming pool covers and their solar reflectance index
(SRI).
Plan of the pool area(s) with the site orientation and local wind rose diagram.
Elevations of the wind breaks.
Design and specifications of the automated pool monitoring systems inclusive of the
controls for water refilling.
Specifications indicating spray fountains will not be used in the development.
Specifications for the water features’ operational controllers.
Water distribution drawings for all pools and water features, treatment design and
specifications.
Water leakage strategy and associated controls and alarm mechanisms for swimming
pools and water features.
Schematics and specifications of dual-metering for swimming pools and water features.
Cross sections of the swimming pools and water features indicating the water levels
during operation and the systems that are used for storing and re-using the spilled water.
Drawings of swimming pools indicating how backwash is eliminated, or the management
regime for cleaning filters.
Drawings of water features demonstrating they are designed to prevent spillage by
human interaction.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

1

Evidence per Requirement







As-built plans showing all external swimming pools and water features.
Manufacturer’s datasheet for the swimming pool covers with a compliant SRI.
As-built plan of the pool area with the site orientation.
As-built elevations of the wind breaks.
Date-stamped photographs of the swimming pool cover (when open and closed) and of
the wind breaks.
Manufacturer’s datasheet for the automated pool monitoring systems inclusive of the
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2





controls for water refilling.
Date-stamped photographs of the pool monitoring system.
O&M Manuals and training requirements for the automated pool monitoring systems
inclusive of the controls for water refilling.
Date-stamped photographs of all water features confirming there are no spray fountains.
Manufacturer’s datasheet for the water features’ operational controllers.
O&M Manuals (inclusive of controller sequence) for the water features’ operational
controllers.
As-built water distribution drawings for all swimming pools, water features and water
treatment systems.
As-built drawings of dual-metering water leakage systems.
Commissioning report for water leakage systems inclusive of the alarm mechanism.
Date-stamped photographs showing that the water levels are acceptable for minimizing
water leakages by human interaction.
As-built drawings of the systems used for storing and re-using the spilled water.
As-built drawings of swimming pools confirming how backwash is eliminated, or updated
management regime for cleaning filters.
As-built drawings of water features demonstrating they are designed to prevent spillage
by human interaction.

Supporting Guidance
Water Reduction:
A significant amount of the water used for pools and water features can be lost through evaporation
due to the large surface area of the water and the external environmental conditions in most regions of
KSA, which provide the required parameters for evaporation i.e. high wind speeds and high
temperatures. Solar energy further contributes to the evaporation of water.
Swimming pool evaporation can be significantly reduced through the use of a pool cover. If the pool is
not always in operation during the daytime, the pool cover used must have a high solar reflectance
index (SRI ≥ 65) to reduce the temperature of the air layer between the water and the cover. Swimming
pool evaporation can also be significant at locations where high wind velocities are observed. Wind
breaks reduce the velocity of the air and can be solid walls, transparent surfaces or vegetation. The
wind breaks should be positioned on the prevailing wind side of the pool. Information on the prevailing
wind for the community’s location can be obtained from wind rose diagrams.
Swimming pools are used by many individuals and the pool's water must always be clean from bacteria
and other dangerous microorganisms. Swimming pool water can be maintained with an acceptable
chemical composition, and without any infector microorganisms, by continually replacing the pool
water with fresh water. However, this approach has the negative impact of using significant amounts of
fresh water. It is therefore common practice to add disinfectant chemicals to the swimming pool to
react with the water for a period of time, when the swimming pool is not in use, to kill any dangerous
microorganisms. The most popular pool disinfectant is the element chlorine, in the form of a chemical
compound such as calcium hypochlorite (a solid) or sodium hypochlorite (a liquid). When the
compound is added to the water, the chlorine reacts with the water to form various chemicals. The
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addition of chemicals to the swimming pool can be continued until the water has reached a
concentration of chemicals where fresh water must be added for dilution.
To optimize the above operation, an automated pool monitoring system can be installed for chemicals
testing and efficient water replacement. The water efficiency of the swimming pools’ operation must
balance the quality of water for human activities and minimize the introduction of additional fresh
water. An automated chemical control system can provide the operator with enough information to
only introduce fresh water to the swimming pool when it is needed.
Water Leakages & Spillages:
As all water features use water, high consumption during operation may be expected as a norm.
However, leakages and unwanted spillages may significantly increase the water consumption and it can
be difficult for these to be managed during operations. The design of the community water features
should ensure they only use as much water as is needed without any wastage.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. The Association of Pool & Spa Professionals (2016), APSP 13: Standard for Water Conservation
Efficiency in Pools, Spas, Portable Spas and Swim Spas
2. DIN 19645: Treatment of Spent Filter Backwash Water from Systems for Treatment of Water of
Swimming-pools and Baths, Germany, 2016
3. HSE (2018), Health and Safety in Swimming Pools, UK
4. World Health Organization, Guidelines for Safe Recreational Water Environments, Volume 2,
Swimming Pools and Similar Environments, 2006
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11 Management and Operations
Management and Operations considers the policies that should be prepared, and the management and
maintenance procedures that should be established, to ensure the sustainable operation of the
community. To support Vision 2030 and address the challenge of growing waste production, Mostadam
for Communities requires all developments to divert a minimum percentage of operational waste from
landfill. Mostadam for Communities also rewards projects that undertake economic assessment studies
and implement smart solutions and technologies.

Infrastructure
Commissioning

Operational
Waste
Management

Smart
Communities

Management
and
Operations
Maintenance
of the Public
Realm

Sustainable
Procurement

Life-Cycle
Cost Analysis

Figure 13 Management and Operations credits
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MO–01 Infrastructure Commissioning
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

2

Aim
To ensure that the infrastructure systems in the community are installed correctly and set to operate
efficiently and in accordance with the design.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

An independent Commissioning Agent (CxA) is retained to produce a
Commissioning Plan and oversee infrastructure systems commissioning.
The CxA ensures all systems and controls have been installed and are
operating as intended and prepares a Final Commissioning Report.

2

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement




1

CV of independent Commissioning Agent (CxA).
CxA letter of appointment for the design and construction stages.
Commissioning Plan prepared by the CxA including information on all applicable public
realm systems and their relevant testing requirements.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1

Commissioning Report prepared by the CxA.
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) Manuals for the commissioned systems.

Supporting Guidance
Commissioned Systems:
The following public realm systems (where present) are covered by this credit:




Infrastructure Lighting
o Major and minor roads
o Pedestrian pathways
o Traffic lights and signage
o Decorative lighting
o Security lighting
Energy Infrastructure
o Power distribution systems
o Renewable energy systems
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o District cooling
o EVSE
Water Infrastructure
o Potable water systems
o Graywater recycling systems
o Firefighting systems
o Irrigation systems
o Stormwater systems
Waste Infrastructure
o Wastewater systems
o Waste vacuum collection systems
Central Community Wide Monitoring System
Vertical and Horizontal Transportation
o Travellators
o Escalators
o Elevators

Independent Commissioning Agent (CxA):






The independent Commissioning Agent (CxA) must be appointed prior to the start of the
commissioning review process in the design phase.
The CxA must have a minimum of five years of experience in the commissioning of communityrelated infrastructure systems.
The CxA may be an employee of the Owner, an independent consultant, design company,
construction management company or project management company, and must report
directly to the Owner.
The CxA must not be:
o An employee of the project’s contractor or sub-contractor.
o Involved in the design or construction process of the project in any other capacity.

Commissioning Activities:
The independent Commissioning Agent (CxA) will oversee the inspections, testing and commissioning
requirements and undertake the following tasks:










Review the Owner Project Requirements (OPR), Basis of Design (BOD) and specifications.
Develop and maintain the Commissioning Plan to include information on all applicable public
realm systems and their relevant testing requirements.
Review and approve the commissioning program submitted by the Contractor against the
resource schedule for testing and balancing. Once commissioning activities commence, report
directly to the Owner/Owner’s Representative regarding any deviation or proposed changes
that will impact the commissioning duration and/or commissioning quality.
Compile and review the commissioning method statements.
Develop the inspection and test processes.
Witness key testing and commissioning activities.
Prepare the Commissioning Report.
Chair commissioning meetings and issue minutes of commissioning meetings.
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Commissioning Report:
The Commissioning Report must include the following as a minimum:





CV of independent CxA demonstrating relevant experience.
List of all applicable public realm infrastructure systems and controls.
Testing and commissioning certificates for all applicable public realm infrastructure systems
and controls.
Detailed results of systems verification and confirmation from the CxA that all systems are
operating as designed.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. ASHRAE Guideline 0‐2005: The Commissioning Process, 2005
2. BISRIA Guide BG 11/2010, Commissioning Job Book, A Framework for Managing the
Commissioning Process
3. BSRIA: Commissioning Water Systems, 2010
4. BSRIA: Model Commissioning Plan, 2009
5. BSRIA: Pre‐Commission Cleaning of Pipework Systems, 2004
6. CIBSE Commissioning Code C: Automatic Controls, 2001
7. CIBSE/SLL Commissioning Code L: Lighting, 2003
8. CIBSE Commissioning Code M: Commissioning Management, 2003
9. CIBSE Commissioning Code W: Water Distribution Systems, 2010
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MO-02 Operational Waste Management
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

Yes

3

Aim
To encourage the reuse and recycling of waste materials to reduce the environmental impact of waste
transfer and landfill.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

Keystone Requirement - achieve requirement #1 (1 credit point).
Public Realm Waste Strategy
A Public Realm Waste Strategy is developed and implemented that
includes consideration of the following in operation:




1



Reduce, Reuse and Recycle approach to waste management.
Segregation, storage and collection of waste.
Adequate access to central recycling bins for users and waste
collection vehicles.
Existing and planned waste infrastructure in the region.

1

Segregated bins are provided within the public realm to enable separation
of the following two waste streams:



Recyclable waste (e.g. paper, cardboard, glass, plastic, metals)
General waste

Diversion
2

A minimum of 30% of public realm operational waste (by weight or
volume) is estimated to be diverted from landfill.

1

Organic Composting
3

Organic waste is collected from public realm landscaping and public realm
users via clearly labelled organic waste bins. The organic waste is
composted and reused on-site or sent for composting and reuse off-site.
Total

1

3

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1&
3

Public Realm Waste Strategy including:
o Calculations (by weight or volume) in table format estimating the amount of public
realm waste generation.
o Drawings showing the waste storage areas and collection points for the different
waste streams.
o Drawings demonstrating adequate access for waste collection vehicles.
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o

2

Details of existing and planned waste infrastructure.

Calculations (by weight or volume) in table format estimating the percentage of waste
that will be diverted from landfill based on available local recycling facilities which are
currently operating or are documented to be operating within 12 months of the
completion date.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1&
3
2

Evidence per Requirement



Updated Public Realm Waste Strategy.
Date-stamped photographs of the waste storage areas and collection points, including
container labels (in Arabic and other appropriate languages) with images and consistent
container color.



Updated calculations.

Supporting Guidance
Public Realm Waste Strategy:
The Public Realm Waste Strategy should be organized as detailed in Table MO-02.1.
Table MO-02.1 Public Realm Waste Strategy contents

Public Realm Waste Strategy
#

Section Title

1

Aims & Objectives

Aims and objectives of the strategy.

2

Roles &
Responsibilities

3

Waste Generation

High-level overview of the various roles associated with public realm
waste management and their responsibilities.
Provide an introduction to the site including location, description of public
realm areas, user types/numbers and predicted waste generation (by
weight or volume). Typical community waste includes paper, cardboard,
glass, plastic, metals, organic food waste and landscaping waste. Waste
generation benchmarks should be sourced from regional benchmarks.

4

5

Local Waste
Facilities

Collection &
Storage

Content Requirements and Guidance

Investigate the availability of licensed waste operators (both existing and
planned) in the region and the waste streams which can be diverted.
Investigate the need and suitability of on-site composting as well as the
availability of licensed waste operators to transfer organic waste to off-site
composting facilities.
Provide sufficient and well-located collection points in the public realm.
Bins should be sized based on the anticipated pedestrian footfall and
waste types.
Provide clear labelling (in Arabic and other appropriate languages) and
images as well as consistent container color to indicate suitable waste
content for each container.
Consider the transfer of waste from places of initial disposal to a central
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waste storage area.
Provide adequately sized central waste storage receptacles and equipment
in the central waste storage area for the predicted types and amount of
waste generation and the collection rates (as per the licensed waste
operator’s collection frequency).
Provide adequate access to the central waste storage area for waste
collection vehicles (as per local authority specific requirements).
Methods of any on-site waste treatment deployed.

6

Onsite Treatment

If organic material is composted inside, such as in-vessel composting, then
mechanical cooling, provision of water for cleaning and foul drainage
system connection must be provided.
If a central composting structure is used, the structure must be suitably
ventilated to avoid odor issues, be provided with physical barriers to avoid
inappropriate access and with sufficient shading to avoid overheating.

7

Calculations

Any onsite or offsite composted waste will support the diversion %
irrespective of achieving the Organic Composting points provided the
storage and collection requirements are followed.
Diversion from landfill refers to all waste which is reused, sent for
recycling or sent for controlled treatment.

Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. Presidency of Meteorology and Environment, General Environmental Regulations and Rules for
Implementation
2. Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs (for landfill regulations and solid waste guidelines)
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MO-03 Maintenance of the Public Realm
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To prolong the use and value of onsite assets whilst minimizing disruption to public realm users.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

A Maintenance Strategy is developed for the management and
maintenance of the public realm.

1

2

Dedicated storage areas are provided for maintenance equipment and
materials that are suitably sized, located and protected.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1

2




Maintenance Strategy identifying:
o Public realm systems and assets which will require maintenance.
o Anticipated maintenance requirements for each system and asset.
o Steps taken to ensure access whilst minimizing disruption to residents and visitors
caused by maintenance activities.
List of typical maintenance equipment and materials and their storage requirements.
Site plan and design drawings showing the location, size and protection provided by the
dedicated storage area(s).

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

2

Evidence per Requirement


Updated Maintenance Strategy.



Updated list of typical maintenance equipment and materials and their storage
requirements.
As-built site plan and drawings showing the location, size and protection provided by the
dedicated storage area(s).



Supporting Guidance
Maintenance Strategy:
Table MO-03.1 details the required contents of the Maintenance Strategy.
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Table MO-03.1 Maintenance Strategy contents

Maintenance Strategy
#

Section Title

Content Requirements and Guidance

1

Aims & Objectives

Aims and objectives of the strategy.

2

Roles &
Responsibilities

3

Site Introduction

High-level overview of the various roles associated with maintence
activities and their responsibilities.
Description of the public realm spaces that the procedure applies to, and a
site plan or marked-up map identifying their locations.
List of systems and asset items which will likely require ongoing
maintenance and repair, including but not limited to:





4

Maintenance
Assessment

Hardscape/paving
Street furniture
Street lighting
Infrastructure systems (energy, water, recycled wastewater,
stormwater, sewage)

Details of the anticipated maintenance requirements (equipment and
consumables) and likely fault origins and appropriate response for each
system and asset. Some examples are provided in Table MO-03.2.
Maintenance responses/actions should be carried out based on the
following Sustainable Maintenance Principles:





Avoid unnecessary maintenance.
Avoid recurring maintenance by investigating the cause of the
fault.
Seek value for money by considering the lifecycle cost.
Minimize environmental impact.

Provide details of the following:


5

Suitable Access





Steps taken to ensure access whilst minimizing disruption to
public realm users caused by maintenance activities.
Suitable access methods utilized for critical maintenance items.
Types of specialist vehicles which can access required locations,
e.g. cherry picker for elevated lighting maintenance.
Locations of any restricted access, e.g. manholes located in
constrained spaces such as alleyways, and strategies to ensure
that significant works are less likely to be required for these
systems.

Demonstrate that the main sources of disruption to residents and visitors
caused by maintenance activities are minimized:
6

Disruption
Minimization





Identify the locations of important service junctions and the
anticipated locations and peak usage times of important
pedestrian access points, roads and open spaces.
Identify the location and provision of shutoff valves so that
maintenance does not disrupt public realm users.
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Table MO-03.2 Examples of maintenance requirements

Item

Issue

Lighting

Damaged lighting fixtures

Waste collection areas

Standing vehicles leaving
oil or garbage debris

Hardscape

Scratched, loose or broken
tiles/paving

Parking areas

Excessive tire marks

Stormwater drains

Blocked drains

Shade structures

Damaged shade structures

Response
Investigate any cause from physical damage
or electrical outages and consider
alternative products.
Determine frequency of cleaning by
pressure washer.
Investigate grouting quality and any
inappropriate occupant use or vehicle
traffic.
Remove tire marks and investigate
modifying locations of speed bumps and
alternative paints.
Investigate cause of blockage (sand, litter,
oils, vegetation etc.) and remove.
Repair or replace as appropriate. Check
suitability for wind and sun conditions.

Adequate Storage Areas:
Estimate the materials and equipment needed for maintenance and demonstrate that sufficient storage
areas are provided. Protection may be needed against solar ultra-violet (UV) light for some plastics, dust
and humidity for intricate machinery or general sun bleaching and damage. Some equipment may
require water taps along with sufficient floor drainage points. Any electrical power required should be
provided via appropriate dust and water-resistant sockets.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. BG 66/2016 Maintenance Contracts: A Guide to Best Practice for Procurement
2. BG 53/2016 Maintenance Contracts: Business-Focused Maintenance
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MO-04 Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To estimate the life cycle cost of project alternatives and to assess revenue options for supporting the
maintenance of the community’s operations and facilities.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

A Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) is undertaken to evaluate and compare
various design options for permanently installed materials and systems
pertaining to the community’s infrastructure.

1

2

A Financial Feasibility Study is undertaken to examine various revenue
generation streams from community facilities such as parks, public
gardens, swimming pools, open spaces etc.

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1



2




CV of the Competent Professional that has undertaken the LCCA.
LCCA report indicating the cost evaluation and comparison for various design options
from concept to detailed design stages and its impact on design decisions.
Detailed design drawings and specifications for materials and systems in line with the
outcomes and recommendations of the LCCA.
Details of the commercial real estate services consultancy that has undertaken the
Financial Feasibility Study.
Financial Feasibility Study report comprising recommendations for potential income
revenue streams from common and public areas.
Detailed design drawings demonstrating that the Financial Feasibility Study report
recommendations are fully integrated into the design.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

2

Evidence per Requirement


As-built drawings and manufacturer’s datasheets confirming the implementation of the
LCCA report recommendations.



As-built drawings confirming the implementation of the Financial Feasibility Study report
recommendations.
Strategy document that defines how the implemented recommendations of the Financial
Feasibility Study will be monitored and regulated during operation.
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Supporting Guidance
Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA):
For a community to be maintained as per initially constructed, significant costs may be associated with
maintenance and improvements due to natural degradation. If, during the design stage, a project life
cycle cost analysis is undertaken for the materials and systems installed, the costs associated with
maintaining the facilities to a high standard can be reduced. The use of LCC calculations in construction
projects has become more important with the increased awareness of the significance of operational
and maintenance costs of buildings and the growing "value for money" trend.
Life cycle costing is a “methodology for the systematic economic evaluation of life cycle costs over a
period of analysis”. Life cycle costing can address a period of analysis which covers the entire life cycle,
or selected stage(s) or periods of interest therein (Reference: ISO 15686-5 -2017, 3.1.8).
The LCCA should focus on the following:



Materials and systems which add up to 80% of the total construction cost.
Materials and systems which add up to 80% of the total projected maintenance cost. The
maintenance costs shall include:
o Water consumption
o Energy consumption
o Regular repainting
o Cleaning
o Servicing
o Component/system replacement
o Natural degradation

The LCCA should be performed early in the design process while there is still an opportunity to refine
the design to reduce the life cycle cost of the project.
Competent Professional
The Competent Professional undertaking the LCCA must be a Quantity Surveyor and a Chartered
Member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (MRICS) or equivalent. The Competent
Professional must have experience of at least two similar studies in the past five years.
Financial Feasibility Study:
The Financial Feasibility Study should identify potential sources of funding for the continuous operation
and maintenance costs of the community. The aim of the Financial Feasibility Study is not only to
identify these revenue producing solutions, but to accurately quantify their benefit to the community in
1, 5 and 10 years (as a minimum). The Financial Feasibility Study shall:


Evaluate the potential for public events that can take place within the community and shall
provide advice and solutions for their viability. All proposed events and revenue stream
solutions shall be lawful, shall support communal integrity and be in line with the cultural
norms and beliefs of the community.
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Focus on viable solutions that have been tested in the GCC and can be applied in KSA. These
solutions can include short period events, for example food festivals, bazars, small markets or
sports games. Other solutions may include permanent spaces for kiosks, tea/coffee shops, food
shops etc.
Provide an understanding of the local market and its limitations by identifying these within the
study.
Provide a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis for all the
examined and proposed solutions.
Identify the financial kick-start requirements for the revenues to flourish.
Be clear and precise on the proposed solutions.
Recommend justifiable and reasonable amendments to the design of the community (if
required) to implement the proposed solutions.
Be in line with the financial modelling requirements of the client, operator and the final user.

Commercial Real Estate Services Consultancy
The commercial real estate services consultancy undertaking the Financial Feasibility Study must have
been operational for at least 8 years, have undertaken similar studies at least three times in the past
five years and have data of actual revenues from previous similar projects which can be referenced
within the study.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. ISO 15686-5: 2017 Building and Constructed Assets - Service Life Planning Part 5: Life Cycle Costing
2. RICS Professional Guidance Note: Life Cycle Costing, 1st Edition, 2016
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MO-05 Sustainable Procurement
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

1

Aim
To encourage the purchase of sustainable products and materials that reduce adverse impacts on the
environment.
Requirements
#

Requirement

Points Available

1

A Sustainable Procurement Policy (SPP) is developed that encourages the
purchase of sustainable products and materials for the operation and
maintenance of the public realm.

1

Total

1

Design Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement



Draft Sustainable Procurement Policy.
Signed confirmation from the community’s Owner that the SPP will be implemented.

Construction Stage Evidence
#
1

Evidence per Requirement



Sustainable Procurement Policy.
Signed confirmation from the community’s Owner or Facility Manager that the SPP will
be implemented.

Supporting Guidance
Sustainable Procurement Policy (SPP):
The SPP is to be implemented by the community’s Facility Manager and will impact the purchase of
products and materials for the operation and maintenance of the public realm. Table MO-05.1 details
the required contents of the Sustainable Procurement Policy.
Table MO-05.1 SPP contents

Sustainable Procurement Policy
#

Section Title

Content Requirements and Guidance

1

Aims & Objectives

Aims and objectives of the policy.

2

Roles &
Responsibilities

High-level overview of the various roles associated with procurement and
their responsibilities.
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Description of the products and materials that are covered by the Policy,
to include the following as a minimum:

3

Policy Scope









Hardscape
Shading structures
Street furniture
Play equipment
Cleaning products
Surface finishes e.g. paints, coatings
Vehicles

The SPP should give preference to products and materials which have the
following attributes:








Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
Made from natural materials
Recyclable
Minimally packaged
Manufactured/assembled in KSA
Non-toxic or minimally toxic
Produced using renewable energy

For vehicles:


4

Sustainable
Products &
Materials

The vehicle is within the lowest emission band (including
combustion, hybrid and pure electric vehicles) for the required
vehicle function and size.

The Sustainable Procurement Policy should give preference to suppliers/
manufacturers which have the following:



Environmental awards and certificates e.g. FSC, Organic and Fair
Trade.
Internal management systems which showcase consideration
towards the environment e.g. ISO 14001 certification, Carbon
Trust and EMAS (Eco-Management and Audit Scheme).

Detail the sustainability attributes that will be targeted for all applicable
purchases and the documentation/evidence required. For each product
and material type:




List the preferred attributes and any orders of priority for the
attributes.
Provide examples of specific products and materials with the
preferred attributes.
Provide examples of manufacturers and suppliers with
appropriate environmental awards/certificates and internal
management systems.

Environmental Product Declarations:
Manufacturers typically undertake a life cycle assessment of their products to provide proof of their
reduced environmental impact relative to other products in the market. This proof comes in the form of
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an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) which lists the potential impact of a product by its
contribution to the following environmental hazards:


Global warming (greenhouse gases)



Eutrophication of fresh water



Depletion of non-renewable energy resources



Acidification of land sea



Stratospheric ozone depletion



Formation of tropospheric ozone

It is important to note that a product that provides an EPD is not a guarantee that it is environmentally
friendly. However, the transparency an EPD provides is intended to influence the comparison and
selection of goods. All EPDs must follow either the ISO 14025 and/or EN 15804 standards for their
calculation and reporting format.
Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Sustainable Purchasing Program
2. ISO 14025:2006 Environmental Labels and Declarations, Type III Environmental Declarations,
Principles and Procedures
3. BS EN 15804 Sustainability of Construction Works, Environmental Product Declarations, Core Rules
for the Product Category of Construction Products
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MO-06 Smart Communities
Keystone Credit

Total Number of Points Available

No

2

Aim
To encourage the adoption of smart capabilities within the community and the monitoring and analysis
of utility consumption.
Requirements
#

1

2

Requirement

Points Available

A central management system connects all available public realm energy
and water meters and configures and displays the usage data on a userfriendly dashboard.
The dashboard provides data monitoring, logging, trending and alerts, with
mobile access to allow for monitoring and performance improvement by
the community’s Facility Manager.

1

A minimum of five Smart Communities capabilities from at least three
different categories are adopted (refer to the Supporting Guidance).

1

Total

2

Design Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement


1




2


Plans showing the location of the smart meters, the central management system and the
dashboard (display screen).
Specifications for the smart meters, central management system and dashboard which
highlight the monitoring capabilities.
Smart Communities strategy confirming the concepts considered and those deemed
suitable and ultimately included in the community’s design.
Specifications for the selected Smart Communities capabilities.

Construction Stage Evidence
#

Evidence per Requirement



1



As-built plans showing the location of the smart meters, the central management system
and the dashboard (display screen).
Manufacturer’s datasheets for the smart meters, central management system and
dashboard which highlight the monitoring capabilities.
Date-stamped photographs of the smart meters, central management system and
dashboard.
Confirmation that testing, commissioning and training has been performed.
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2



Updated Smart Communities strategy.
As-built plans and manufacturer’s datasheets for the implemented Smart Communities
capabilities.
Date-stamped photographs of the Smart Communities capabilities.

Supporting Guidance
Central Management System:
All available public realm energy and water meters are to be connected to a central management
system. The connection can be either physical or by Wi-Fi or other communication technology. The
central management system must have the following features:



A user-friendly dashboard (display screen) for the community’s Facility Manager, which
provides data monitoring, logging, trending and alerts.
The dashboard interfaces with a web-based application which:
o Allows secure remote access by the Facility Management team via smart phones and
tablets.
o Maintains records for a rolling 18-month period.
o Provides visual and optional audible alerts indicating peak demand periods and high
consumption rates to enable proactive problem detection.
o Provides the ability to view trend logs of consumption at a minimum of 1-hour
increments.

If the project is also targeting credit E-05 Renewable Energy, energy generation data (real-time and
cumulative) must also be monitored and reported by the central management system.
Smart Communities:
Smart Communities are those that use technology and greater connectivity to improve the
effectiveness of infrastructure. This is achieved through the connection of diverse data sources to allow
innovative analysis by management and allow real-time decision-making processes and analysis. To
achieve requirement #2, a minimum of five of the Smart Communities capabilities in Table MO-06.1
must be adopted. These five capabilities must be from a minimum of three different categories.
Table MO-06.1 Smart Communities capabilities

Categories

Capabilities


Water




Energy


A leak detection system is present on all main water systems in the public
realm.
Development control regulations (DCRs) require that all buildings have smart
water meters for building and landscaping demands which feed into the
central management system.
Roadway, pedestrian walkway and bicycle path lighting utilizes an adaptive
control system (an intelligent street lighting system that adjusts lighting
based on usage changes over the duration of a day, either through dimming
or step switching, to control the output of luminaires).
Development control regulations (DCRs) require that all buildings have smart
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meters for overall cooling and electrical loads which feed into the central
management system.
Waste

Transport

Police/Security

Connectivity/
Education

Health

Facility
Management



Sensors allow reactive, instead of periodic, waste collection.



Live updates for public transport or parking are communicated via an app or
website.
Adaptive traffic light schedules are utilized based on demand or to support
public transport.




Live police/security updates and alerts are communicated via an app or
website.




Public Wi-Fi hotspots are provided.
Residents and visitors are informed of the sustainability features of the
community with QR codes linking to information and live community data
(refer to EI-02 Sustainability Communication).




Occupant health is improved with the provision of healthcare facilities.
Air quality sensors monitor air pollution from dust or other local pollutants.



Live updates and alerts from the community’s Facility Manager are
communicated via an app or website.
QR codes are utilized to identify and action community assets such as street
furniture.



Credit Tool
N/A
Reference Documents
1. EU Smart Cities Information System, https://smartcities-infosystem.eu/
2. The Making of a Smart City: Best Practices Across Europe, EU Smart Cities Information System,
European Commission, 2017
3. Cambridge Centre for Smart Infrastructure and Construction,
https://www-smartinfrastructure.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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Glossary
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12 Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Aggregate

Grained material used as reinforcement in composite mixes such as
concrete. Examples of aggregate: sand, gravel, crushed stone, slag and
recycled concrete.

As-built drawing

Drawing which represents the final constructed building, usually
prepared by the contractor.

Bathymetry survey

A surveying method used to analyze the beds of water sources such as
lakes, rivers and ocean. It is typically used to identify biological features
and natural habitats of a water body.

Blackwater

Wastewater that includes water from toilets.

Building envelope

The barrier/shell that separates a building’s conditioned space from
unconditioned space, usually comprising of the exterior façade, roof and
ground floor.

Central Management
System (CMS)

An automated central system used to control the operation of electrical,
water and other electronic signals for central monitoring and control.

Commissioning Agent

A certified professional responsible for delivering the commissioning
process.

Compost

Organic material that has been decomposed through a composter and
can be used for fertilizer.

Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD)

Computer modelling of fluid flow (e.g. air) to predict various parameters
(velocity, pressure, density, temperature etc.).

Contaminated land

Land cannot be safely developed or built on due to the presence or
possible presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant.

Correlated Color
Temperature (CCT)

The color appearance of a lamp compared to the equivalent brightness
of a reference material heated to that temperature. Due to convention,
lower temperature yellow light is assigned as ‘warm’ while higher
temperature white or blue light is assigned as ‘cool’.

Dashboard

A digital display that communicates the performance of a building to its
occupants (including but not limited to energy and water performance).

District cooling

A cooling system whereby a central cooling plant delivers chilled water
to individual buildings in a district through an insulated underground
piping network. The central plant houses large, highly efficient and
industrial grade equipment to produce chilled water.

Electric vehicle

A vehicle with electric motors powered by rechargeable batteries.

Electric Vehicle Supply
Equipment (EVSE)

Electrical charging equipment suitable for electric vehicles to connect
and charge at either 208 or 240 volts.

Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD)

A standardized method of quantifying the environmental impact of a
product during its lifecycle.

Flood hazard area

A legally designated flood hazard area is an area that is subject to a 1%
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or more chance of flooding in any given year. Flood hazard areas are
designated in Flood Insurance Rate Maps.
FSC certified

Forest Stewardship Council certified. This is a method of certifying wood
that has been sourced through responsible forest management.

Glare

An uncomfortable phenomenon that results from too much daylight
penetrating through a glazed assembly. This could be directly through
the glazing, or from daylight reflecting off a surface.

Greenhouse gas

Gases in the atmosphere that trap and hold heat from the sun due to
their ability of absorbing infrared radiation from the sun. An increase in
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere leads to global warming.

Hazardous waste

Waste that may have toxic and harmful effects on human health and the
environment if not managed with proper care.

Heat island effect

A phenomenon where urban areas and city temperatures are warmer
than their surrounding suburbs.

Illuminance

A measurement of lighting level which represents the total amount of
visible light incident upon a surface or imaginary plane, per unit area
from all directions above the surface. The measurement unit for
Illuminance is “lux”.

Light Emitting Diode
(LED)

A semi-conductor which emits lights resulting in a light fixture that is
both energy efficient and has a long life span compared to an
incandescent fixture.

Landfill

An area where large quantities of waste (usually waste collected from
urban areas/municipal waste) is disposed and typically buried.

Life Cycle Assessment

The assessment of a product’s environmental impact through all stages
of its life from raw material extraction to its disposal or recycling (cradle
to grave).

Mashrabiya

An Arabian architectural shading element with a lattice type appearance
which is applied to windows.

Noise pollution

Noise levels which causes physical or psychological impacts due to high
intensity or continuous nature.

Open space

Publicly accessible open areas and suitable for exercise, congregation or
transit.

Pervious surface

Permeable or porous surfaces that allow for water absorption.

Previously developed
land

Land that has been previously occupied by a permanent structure or
hardscape.

Public realm

Areas to which the public have free access such as streets, squares, open
spaces and parks.

Regenerative drive

A motor which achieves a lower net power usage due to the storage and
reuse of energy.

Renewable energy

Energy collected from resources that do not deplete or can be renewed
within the human life scale. Sources such as solar, wind and geothermal
heat are considered renewable.
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Safe walking distance

A route from the building entrance to point of interest measured via a
dedicated pedestrian walkway at least 1.8m wide with safe roadway
crossings.

Seasonable Energy
Efficiency Ratio (SEER)

A measure of air conditioning efficiency based on a typical seasonal
weather profile.

Smart meter

An electronic device that records consumption of select end uses and
communicates the information for monitoring and/or billing. Smart
meters typically record on at least an hourly basis.

Solar Reflectance Index
(SRI)

A measure of a material’s reflectance of solar heat and emissivity of
absorbed energy.

Surface water run-off

Run-off that occurs when rainwater, or other sources, exceed the
ground permeability capacity resulting in pooling and surface flow.

Thermal comfort

Occupants’ perception of thermal satisfaction in their environment.

U-value

A measure of the rate of transfer of heat through a material (i.e. thermal
transmittance).

Uplight

Light that is directed upwards from a luminaire due to its placement and
the shape of the fixture. A higher up-lighting rating causes lighting
pollution in outdoor lighting.

Variable frequency drive
(VFD)

An electric motor with an adjustable frequency which varies based on a
control signal.

Variable speed drive
(VSD)

An electric motor with an adjustable speed which varies based on a
control signal.

Wastewater treatment

The process of treating wastewater to enable it to be reused.
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